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Ammonium perchlorate (AP) is the most commonly used oxidizer in solid rocket 
propellants due to its availability, high oxygen balance, and combustion characteristics. 
Models of AP composite propellants have been made since the 1950s and have become 
highly advanced in recent years. However, experimental data have not kept pace, and the 
data required to validate models has lagged behind the models themselves. Recently, 
high-speed OH planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) imaging has been applied to AP 
composite propellants to determine how microscale propellant flame structure varies with 
propellant formulation and pressure. Propellants with monomodal AP particle size 
distributions, changing coarse-to-fine AP particle size ratios, and different sizes and 
locations of burning rate catalysts have been investigated to determine the effect of 
propellant formulation on burning rate. It is found that AP particle size, propellant 
formulation, and pressure have a definite effect on propellant flame structure and burning 
rate. All propellants with AP particles below about 150 μm display similar flame 
structures for the pressures investigated (0.1-0.7 MPa). For propellants with AP particles 






above individual coarse AP crystals. If the coarse AP concentration is high enough, group 
diffusion flames are seen where many coarse AP particles burn with one diffusion flame. 
At elevated pressures lifted arched diffusion flames are often seen; however, the 
circumstances under which the lifted flames develop depend on the propellant 
formulation. Burning rate was seen to increase as the average AP particle size decreased, 
and vice-versa. 
 Flame structures were also investigated for some propellants where the coarse AP 
was replaced with different oxidizers: ammonium dinitramide (ADN) or ammonium 
nitrate (AN). Though the flame structures above the AN-based propellants shared some 
similarities with AP-based propellants, diffusion flames were not in general seen close to 
the propellant surface at 1 atm. Instead, particularly for the ADN-based propellants, 
diffusion flames were lifted above the surface with a markedly different flame structure 
than those seen above the AP composite propellants. For the AN- and ADN-based 
propellants it is observed that the flame structure does not have as large of an effect on 
burning rate as AP-based propellants. This appears to be due to the lifted nature of the 
flames that have a wide dark zone immediately above the propellant surface, and 
exothermic condensed phase reactions in the case of the ADN-based propellants. 
It is hoped that the data from these experiments will prove to be valuable in the 
validations of current computer models. Modelers desire to create high-fidelity computer 
models to simulate burning rocket propellants, and much progress has been made in 
recent years; however, relatively little is known about the actual flame structure in 
composite propellants: an area which has had limited advances. Knowledge of the 






in the validation of these high-fidelity computer models but will also provide insight to 







CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
Solid rocket propellants are used in a variety of settings due to their simplicity, 
reliability, and high thrust-to-weight ratio. Though solid propellants have been used for 
hundreds of years, they started to come into their own for rocket purposes in the 1950s 
when composite propellants began to be seriously considered as replacements for some of 
the double-base propellants already in use [1].  
 Heterogeneous propellants, also known as composite propellants, consist of fuels, 
oxidizers, and burning rate modifiers that are mixed physically and encased in a rubbery 
binder [2]. Typically the fuel, oxidizer, and burning rate modifiers are solid and have 
particle sizes on the order of micrometers (μm). The binder starts out as a liquid but cures 
to a solid. The most commonly used oxidizer in solid rocket propellants is ammonium 
perchlorate (AP). Though AP has many desirable characteristics, it produces significant 
amounts of hydrogen chloride (HCl) during   combustion – the exhaust of the space 
shuttle solid rocket boosters, for example,  produced over 100 tons of HCl per launch [3]. 
Research is ongoing to find alternative oxidizers, and ammonium dinitramide (ADN) and 
ammonium nitrate (AN) have been identified as possible candidates, though a great deal 





 Ammonium Perchlorate-Based Composite Propellants 
 Ammonium perchlorate remains the most commonly used oxidizer due to its 
effectiveness, availability, and ability to produce propellants with a wide variety of 
burning rates. A white crystalline material, AP has a high oxygen balance, good safety 
and stability characteristics, and is readily available [4]. Pure AP will decompose when 
heated at low pressures, but will not self-deflagrate at pressures below the low pressure 
deflagration limit (LPDL) of 2.0 MPa. In order to produce a propellant with the highest 
possible performance, multiple AP particle sizes are typically used in a propellant. 
Multimodal propellants typically consist of 2-3 average particle sizes; these may be small 
(tens of μm), medium (100-200 μm), and/or large (typical maximum 400 μm) particles. 
Using multimodal AP distributions allow for the densest oxidizer packing, as the smaller 
particles will fill the interstitial voids between the larger AP particles [5, 6]. Bimodal 
propellants (two oxidizer sizes) are commonly used. The maximum possible packing for 
spherical particles in a bimodal propellant occurs at about 30% fine, 70% coarse oxidizer 
[6]. Packing fraction increases when the sizes of the coarse and fine AP are very 
different. Experimental packing data differ somewhat from calculated data, mostly 
because real AP particles are not perfectly spherical.  
 Adding metal fuels to a composite propellant increases the flame temperature, 
heat of combustion, and propellant density [7].  The increased flame temperature from 
burning the metal fuel will increase the specific impulse of the propellant, though two-





used to help decrease combustion instabilities [9]. The most typically used metallic fuel 
for APCP is aluminum. 
 Burning rate modifiers are added to propellants to tailor the burning rate of a 
formulation. Catalysts are added to increase the propellant burning rate. Catalysts such as 
iron oxide (Fe2O3), copper oxide (CuO), manganese dioxide (MnO2), copper chromate 
(CuCr2O4) and other transition metal oxides are often used [10, 11], though other, more 
exotic catalysts such as decorated graphene have also been or are being investigated [12-
17]. Iron oxide, in particular, is commonly used as it is relatively nontoxic, easy to 
manufacture, and is a good modifier at rocket pressures; in addition to this, the burning 
rate variations caused by the addition of iron oxide into a propellant are highly 
reproducible and well-characterized [11, 18]. Catalysts can either be mixed into the 
binder directly or encapsulated into the fine AP [19, 20], and can be micron- or nano-
sized, with the nano-sized catalysts appearing to having a greater effect on increasing 
propellant burning rates [11, 18]. 
 Binders used in composite propellants are most often viscoelastic polymers. As 
the binder provides the structural support for the granular components of the propellant 
grain there must be sufficient binder to hold everything together; however, a high binder 
percentage decreases propellant performance as the binder is also a fuel in propellant 
combustion. Often, even with the minimum amount of binder, the propellant is fuel-rich. 
Binders in use include hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB), carboxyl-terminated 
polybutadiene (CTPB), polybutadiene acrylonitrile acrylic acid (PBAN), and 





 Processes that occur during the combustion of AP/HTPB propellant include 
condensed-phase heating, decomposition of AP and HTPB, and component melting, 
pyrolysis, and gas phase reactions. Propellant combustion depends on propellant surface 
microstructure, three-dimensional heat transfer and microscale flame behavior, ingredient 
melt and decomposition behavior, and the interaction of all of the above [21], which are 
in turn functions of factors like propellant composition, AP particle size, initial and 
ambient conditions, and propellant surface morphology [22]. The burning rate of a 
composite solid propellant grain depends in large part on propellant formulation. 
Propellants with a finer average AP particle size will burn faster than those with a coarser 
average particle size. It is generally believed that the particle size burning rate 
dependence is in large part due to the microscale flame structure above the solid 
propellant [23].  
 Ammonium Dinitramide and Ammonium Nitrate-Based Propellants 
Ammonium perchlorate is the most commonly used solid propellant oxidizer due 
to its availability, safety, and good performance characteristics. However, concerns about 
perchlorate contaminations and effects of the hydrochloric acid produced upon 
combustion has made many people look into alternatives for greener propellants [24]. 
Applications requiring smokeless combustion also require a different oxidizer, as HCl 
acts as a nucleation site for water vapor [3, 25].Two oxidizers that are commonly 
considered as alternatives for AP are ammonium nitrate (AN) and ammonium 
dinitramide (ADN). Ammonium dinitramide is considered a very promising oxidizer due 





friendliness, and good oxygen balance [26, 27]. Burning rates for an ADN-based 
propellant can be much higher than those of an AP-based propellant [24, 27]. The 
pressure dependencies of ADN are thought to be mostly caused by AN, which is a 
byproduct of ADN decomposition [26]. While ADN propellants have higher pressure 
sensitivities than ADN alone, using burning rate modifiers or ballistic additives to lower 
the pressure exponents has been suggested [28-30]. Burning rate is increased more when 
coarse AP is replaced by coarse ADN over when fine AP is replaced by fine ADN, and 
all-ADN mixes gave the highest burning rates and pressure exponents [28].  
At lower pressures, decomposition is maintained by heat release from the 
formation of AN and N2O. Neat ADN burns flamelessly at 1 atm and 3 atm [31] and 
some propellants also were observed to burned flamelessly at 1 atm [30, 32]. Other ADN 
propellants at 1 atm exhibited separate flame jets moving over the propellant surface as 
opposed to one flame covering the entire burning surface [30]. At pressures greater than 
100 atm, heat feedback from the flames is thought to provide enough heat release to 
cause ADN pyrolysis. Chakravarthy et al. proposed that leading-edge flames (LEF) could 
attach to fine ADN particles at some pressure due to the increased heating of gases by the 
condensed phase reactions. The LEF would be attached to the micro-jets from the binder 
ruptures and would ‘wander’ over the burning surface. Large jets are thought to be due to 
large ADN particles formed as a result of several smaller particles melting and 
agglomerating together [33]. 
The ADN melts around 90°C and begins to decompose vigorously around 165°C 
[28]. There are three reaction zones in ADN combustion: the solid phase, foam layer, and 





surface. Products that form in this zone are mainly H2O, N2, N2O, NH3, NO, and HNO3 
[35]. Calculations show that the flame stand-off distance decreases as pressure increases, 
and the temperature gradient in this dark zone is close to zero [34]. The second zone is a 
high-temperature zone involving reactions between the products of the first zone [36]; in 
this zone a luminous flame structure is seen [27, 32, 34]. The luminous zone can be 8-10 
mm wide [32]. The third zone is related to the formation of the final products: O2, H2O, 
N2, N2O, and NO  [35]. Diffusion flames form when the HTPB decomposition products 
mix and burn with the ADN products [33]. If there is another material present, a diffusion 
flame zone will form collocated with or slightly farther from the surface than the first 
flame Whether or not the diffusion flames between the ADN and binder decomposition 
products affect burning rate is under debate. Some sources state that due to the large 
standoff distances, the diffusion flames were observed to have no effect on the burning 
rate up to about 1.5 MPa in sandwich burns [33] Other researchers state that in 
sandwiches the ADN/PBAN flame occurs near enough to the ADN surface to enhance its 
self-deflagration rate, indicating that the ADN/binder diffusion rate is important, and that 
propellant sandwiches burned faster than ADN alone, indicating that gas-phase O/F 
flamelets contribute to the rate [28]. Regardless, it is generally agreed that the 
ADN/binder diffusion flame is not rate controlling; rather, the heat produced from 
condensed phase reactions is thought to supply the bulk of the heat to the reaction [28, 
30]. 
Flame height above ADN-based sandwiches decreased with decreasing binder 
laminate thickness, but the dark zone height remained relatively constant. The dark zone 





environment, and also varied with pressure [37-39]. Above 2-3 atm the flame structure 
changes; CN PLIF imaging shows that diffusion flames become much weaker, but the 
luminous flame sits very close to the surface. Using mass spectrometry of pure ADN, at 3 
atm the products were seen to appear within about 0.2 mm of the propellant surface while 
the final concentrations of the products were seen to occur at about 11 mm above the 
propellant surface at 6 atm [31]. Diffusion flame heights were taller than for their AP 
counterparts. As pressure is increased from 1 atm the dark zone height decreases sharply. 
Temperature rises sharply above the burning surface until becoming constant at some 
distance above the propellant surface. The temperature rise becomes sharper with 
increasing pressures [36].  
Binder lamina from ADN/binder sandwiches were found to be almost totally 
recoverable even at 10 atm even though the ADN layers are almost completely consumed 
[37]. Carbonaceous skeletons from propellants were observed at 80% and 90% solids 
loadings at 1 atm and appeared to stabilize the flame [33].  The ADN was found to melt 
inside the binder, and gaseous decomposition products were seen to rupture through the 
binder and emanate through binder layers suddenly at around 200°C (the PBAN melts 
and vaporizes around 480°C) [28]. The type of binder used with ADN propellants is 
important, as ADN is incompatible with some binders, plasticizers, and stabilizers [25, 
40, 41]. Ammonium dinitramide is also incompatible with isocyanate curatives, as a large 
amount of gas is produced and the propellants take on a foam-like characteristic [42, 43], 
leading many researchers to use uncured strands in their experiments [33]. However, by 
tuning the amount of cure catalyst and curing temperature, some researchers have 





ADN particles with HTPB or other materials has been investigated [44, 45]. Binders such 
as GAP [24, 32, 42, 44], HTPB [25, 29, 30, 33, 41], and polycaprolactone (PCL) [30, 43] 
have been used in studies of ADN-based propellants. 
Ammonium dinitramide and composite propellants thereof are known for their 
relatively high level of impact and friction sensitivity, comparable to propellants made of 
HMX and RDX [25, 42-44]. Some propellants have been observed to have lower 
sensitivity, but with still a possibility of ignition resulting from a mild impact [44]. 
Thermal stability of ADN propellants has been seen to be significantly poorer than that of 
AP composite propellants [25, 42, 44]. However, they are not ESD sensitive [44]. 
Though usually considered insensitive, propellants based on ammonium nitrate using 
GAP as the binder and with RDX as an additive have been shown to fail the insensitive 
ammunition requirements [46]. 
Ammonium nitrate is the principle compound of most industrial explosives, as it is 
an inexpensive source of oxygen. Though AN does not burn by itself, it is a strong 
oxidizer that can support combustion [47]. However, it is generally restricted to low 
performance and low burning rate applications as a propellant [3]. Ammonium nitrate 
therefore tends to be an additive to lower the sensitivity of propellants instead of being 
the main oxidizer itself [25].  
The AN flame consists of separate flares with a large stand-off distance below 
about 20 MPa [47]. The AN propellants are reported to produce sooty flames [48]. Some 
researchers also report seeing a carbonaceous skeleton above an AN-based propellant 
[49]. The gas phase flame is colder and sits farther from the surface than an AP flame due 





authors expect AN propellants to be diffusion dominated [38] with a present 
monopropellant flame [50]. Other researchers, however, believe that AN-based 
propellants have neither a monopropellant flame nor a stoichiometric diffusion flame 
[51]. The lack of the diffusion flame is thought to be due to either extensive mixing near 
the surface or very slow kinetics allowing the fuel/oxidizer mix to become fuel-rich 
before significant gas phase reactions occur [51]. The flame is therefore thought to be 
partially premixed with some burning rate dependence on particle size [51, 52]. As can be 
seen, there is a current lack of knowledge about AN flame structures. 
Both ADN and AN are hygroscopic. Prilling ADN can reduce the hygroscopicity 
and makes the material more suitable for the propellant environment than the needle-
shaped crystals that are natively formed [4]. In addition to being hygroscopic, AN 
undergoes a room-temperature phase change that includes a significant volume change 
[3, 24, 47]. The phase change can be mitigated with the inclusion of an additive in the 
AN crystal lattice, such as NiO, CuO, ZnO, or HNO3, forming phase-stabilized 
ammonium nitrate (PSAN) [46, 53]. As it is of itself relatively insensitive, AN requires 
sensitizers to be a good explosive and often burning rate catalysts in order to increase its 
burning rates up to reasonable levels for propellant applications. Catalysts that have been 
studied for AN include iron oxide [53], ammonium dichromate [49, 51] , copper 
chromate, and chromium oxide [3], sodium chloride, barium chloride, potassium chloride 
[54], molybdenum oxide/vanadium oxide [46], potassium dichromate [55], and sodium 
fluoride [47]. Additives are thought to increase heat generation in condensed phase, 






1.2 Overview of Experimental Methods 
Experimental characterization of solid propellant flame structures is difficult due 
to the presence of multiple flames, an active propellant surface, and the small length 
scales and short time scales involved. Several experimental methods have been developed 
in an attempt to characterize the flame structure above composite solid propellants. A 
brief description of common experimental techniques will be given in this section. A 
more detailed description of the experimental methods used in this study will be given in 
Chapter 2. 
As solid propellant flame structure occurs on a very small dimensional scale, non-
intrusive probes are required so as to not overly  perturb the flame structure [48]. 
Additionally, as transience is the natural state of an AP/HTPB propellant, experimental 
methods require fast time responses. Ideally propellant studies would be performed at 
operational pressures (7-20 MPa), and temperatures can exceed 3000 K. As flame is often 
dirty or opaque due to the presence of soot or alumina, probing the flame is a difficult 
problem. The ideal experimental techniques are therefore nonintrusive, temporally and 
spatially resolved, species-, temperature-, or velocity-specific, and multichanneled [48]. 
 Linear Burning Rate Measurements 
The linear burning rate as a function of pressure is one of the most important and 
used metrics of a propellant, and is thought to be directly related to microscale flame 
structure. Linear burning rate is typically done as a function of pressure in a (typically) 
windowed Crawford-type strand burner. Burning rate is tracked either optically or by 






length of the propellant. When the burning surface of the propellant breaks the wires, a 
signal is sent to the timing circuit. As the distance between the break wires is known, the 
burning rate can be calculated by dividing the distance between the wires by the time 
between the received electrical signals. 
To calculate linear burning rate optically, a windowed bomb is required. A 
framing camera is placed in front of the window so the propellant is visible. The location 
of the burning surface is tracked and plotted against time, and the slope of the position-
time curve is the linear burning rate. Whether the burning rate is determined via break 
wires or optically, 2-3 burning rate measurements are performed at several pressures. The 
burning rates are then plotted against pressure on a log-log scale and fitted to the St.-
Robert (or Vieille) burning rate law: 
𝑟𝑏 = 𝑎𝑝
𝑛 (1) 
Here rb is the linear burning rate, a is a pre-exponential factor, p is pressure, and n is the 
burning rate exponent. The values for a and n can be determined by plotting log10(rb) 
against log10(p) and fitting a linear trend line. The burning rate exponent n is the slope of 
the trend line, and a is 10 raised to the intercept of the linear fit. For a good solid 
propellant n is typically in the range of 0.3-0.5 and must not be greater than 1 to ensure 







A sample combustion vessel can be 
seen in Figure 1.1a and a sample image from 
a burning propellant at 6.9 MPa can be seen 
in Figure 1.1b. In addition to obtaining 
burning rates from strand burners, if the 
burner is an optical one, some aspects of 
flame structure can be determined [56]. 
Other information about the microscale 
flame structure can be determined in the 
combustion vessel environment; for example, Summerfield et al. seeded the propellant 
with NaCl, focused a spectrometer on the burning propellant, and by using the yellow D 
lines of sodium were able to see the point above the surface where the NaCl had reached 
its boiling temperature of 1700 K [57]. Researchers have also made thermocouple 
measurements inside strand burners to determine the flame and subsurface temperatures 
in neat materials and solid propellants [47, 58]. 
 Optical Emission and Transmission 
Ultraviolet and infrared optical emission and transmission have been used to 
image flame structure and surface profile [59-61]. To make these measurements, an 
optical filter is placed on an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD). The ICCD 
captures both an emission image and a transmission image; the transmission image, 
which is backlit by a lamp, is used to obtain the surface profile while the emission image 
captures wavelengths of light known to be associated with OH* in the ultraviolet 
 
Figure 1.1. a) Crawford-type combustion 







spectrum and HCl rovibrational excitation in the infrared spectrum. These tests were 
performed at pressures above 1 atm. This technique is particularly useful in relating the 
flame location to varying binder configurations and has been used to help determine 
properties of the primary diffusion flame. 
 Laser-Induced Fluorescence 
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) occurs when atoms or molecules absorb laser 
photons (at the proper wavelengths) and the atoms or molecules are raised to an excited 
electronic state. The electrons must de-excite to return to the stable ground state. One of 
the ways electronic de-excitation can occur is by re-emission of the photons as 
fluorescence. Fluorescence methods monitor the ground state of a photon, while 
chemiluminescence comes from excited electron states [39]. Both the absorption and 
emission are wavelength selective; therefore, LIF diagnostics can be very species 
selective depending on the choice of excitation and detection wavelengths. While only a 
small number of (typically) diatomic species of interest in propellant combustion are 
accessible to current laser systems, some of the available species such as OH, CH, CN, 
and NO are quite relevant. Fluorescence can be widely separated in wavelength from the 
exciting laser wavelength, allowing for diagnostics to occur in dirty flames. 
The LIF measurement is captured by focusing the fluorescence on a slit 
perpendicular to the laser beam and detecting the fluorescence with a filtered 
photomultiplier [62]. This method allows a concentration profile in a steady flame to be 
detected. High-speed lasers and photomultipliers or photodetectors can increase the 






determining what species is fluorescing somewhat difficult. On the other hand 
overlapping transitions can be simultaneously pumped for the simultaneous detection of 
detect multiple species. Broadband emission from soot particles can be difficult to 
discriminate against, or can severely attenuate the signal, but pulsed lasers and gated 
detection methods help discriminate between the LIF signal and chemiluminescence or 
particle incandescence. [63]. Collisional quenching, radiation trapping, and laser beam 
absorption can all decrease observed signal [38, 48].  ,  
Despite the difficulties LIF began to appear as a diagnostic in propellant studies in 
the late 1980s and has slowly been growing in use. It has been joined by its two-
dimensional analogue, planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). Instead of passing the 
laser beam through the flame, the PLIF technique expands the beam via a series of optics 
to a diagnostic sheet, and the resulting two-dimensional images of the flame structure is 
directly imaged [62]. Scanned PLIF, where images are formed as the laser sheet is rapidly 
scanned across the flow field using a rotating mirror, has been used in solid propellants to 
create pseudo-3D images of the burning surfaces of the solid propellants but is still 
relatively unknown in the propellant environment [64]. A sample PLIF setup is shown in 
Figure 1.2. Species that have been investigated with PLIF in propellants include OH [39, 
65-75], NH [39, 72-75], CN [39, 72-75], and NO [72, 74, 75]. Both qualitative and 
quantitative measurements have been taken. Measurements have typically been at 1 atm 
and 10 Hz [39, 71-75]; recently, however, PLIF measurements at 5 kHz and both 







 Other methods for investigating propellant flame structure include Raman 
scattering [38, 72, 74], schleiren imaging [76], emission spectroscopy [77], thermocouple 
measurements [57, 78, 79], and infrared surface temperature measurements [79]. 
1.3 Formulation Effect on Flame Structure 
The formulation of the solid propellant will have an effect on flame structure. To 
this end, experimental descriptions of the flame structure have been divided into headings 
describing the experiment configuration. A brief description of the general experiment 
will be followed by descriptions of the flame structure.  
 






 Counterflow Experiments 
Though propellants are multidimensional in nature, simplified geometries such as 
opposed flow burners help understand propellant combustion. Counterflow or opposed 
flow burners consist of a fuel and oxidizer, axially aligned, that burn opposing each other 
so that a stagnation plane forms between the jets [80]. A diagram of an opposed flow 
burner is shown in Figure 1.3. The one-dimensional geometry allows for strict control of 
many of the variables present in the experiment, such as chemistry, thermal properties, 
and strain rate [74], and extends the diffusion flame to allow probing of the flame 
structure for information to be used in kinetic modeling [72]. In AP counterflow studies, 
the fuel is typically gaseous while the oxidizer is a pressed AP pellet. Ethylene [74, 81, 
82], methane [75, 81], and a combination of acetylene, ethylene, and gaseous nitrogen 
[72] have been used to approximate HTPB decomposition products. The fuels were 
flowed at various rates to investigate the effect on AP regression rate. Diagnostics used in 
these experiments include 
thermocouples, visual imaging, PLIF 
imaging of various species, adsorption 
measurements, laser-induced 
incandescence to measure soot particle 
concentrations, and Raman 
spectroscopy. Experiments have been 
performed both at atmospheric and 
elevated pressures. 
 








 Four distinct regions of the flame were seen: an orange region with a very short 
standoff distance from the AP surface, a light blue zone, a reddish-purple zone, and a 
bright yellow flame. These zones are thought to correspond to the AP self-deflagration 
flame, the appearance of OH radicals, the primary diffusion flame, and a soot flame [74, 
81]. The flame structures generally lie on the AP side of the stagnation plane and were 
found to be sensitive to impurities in the AP [72, 74, 75]. Moving away from the AP 
surface, temperatures were seen to rise rapidly with a slower temperature decrease 
approaching the fuel jet [74]. The rapid rise in temperature is thought to be due to the 
monopropellant flame and the heat release associated with the chlorine chemistry, with 
the chlorine concentration dropping off rapidly as distance from the AP surface increases 
[75]. The hydrogen concentration also decreases with distance from the AP surface as 
HCl forms. The NO peak occurred within about 0.5 mm of the AP surface, the OH 
maximum corresponded with the peak temperature, and the CN peak was approximately 
co-located with the stagnation plane [72].  
 There was evidence of an AP self-deflagration flame even at 1 atm when the 
AP/fuel flame was present, though neat AP strands would not burn at 1 atm [81]. The 
presence of a self-deflagration flame would suggest that the flame between the AP 
decomposition or monopropellant flame products and fuel helps support an AP self-
deflagration flame at pressures below the AP low pressure deflagration limit [81]. At low 
pressures the diffusion flame is more coupled to the monopropellant flame, providing 
heat feedback to help sustain AP decomposition, while at higher pressures the diffusion 
flame is more decoupled from the AP monopropellant flame as the AP can now self-






shifting the monopropellant flame closer to the surface and increasing the AP regression 
rate without significantly changing the location of the AP/fuel diffusion flame. 
 Ported Pellets 
Experiments have been performed where small holes have been drilled in a 
pressed AP pellet and used as a fuel flow port [73]. Moving from a counterflow to a 
ported pellet configuration allows for a shift from one-dimensional  to two-dimensional 
studies while keeping the relatively cleaner-burning flame between the AP and gaseous 
fuel, as well as simulating diffusion flames between the binder and large AP crystals on a 
very simple level. The ported pellet geometry was chosen as length scales can be exactly 
controlled and the interfacial region locations known in 
reference to the measured species and temperature 
profiles. Examples of ported pellets are shown in Figure 
1.4. Note that these ported pellets would be filled with 
HTPB instead of having fuel gas flowed through the ports; 
gas-flow pellets usually had a single port. The porting 
concept is the same, however. 
Flames were investigated visually and using PLIF. Flame heights were found to 
be proportional to the square of the port diameter when the fuel was gaseous. A short 
ignition delay was seen prior to the formation of a two-phase flame that is controlled first 
by the HCl in the flame then by the CO2 formation [73]. The port geometry was found to 
partially premix the fuel species with AP monopropellant flame products, adding a layer 
of complexity not seen in the counterflow diffusion flames. 
 
Figure 1.4. Ported pellets for 







 Sandwich Propellants 
As it is difficult to obtain flame structure data inside a composite solid propellant 
due to the highly three-dimensional nature of the propellant, sandwich or laminar 
propellants are used to model AP composite propellants in a simpler geometry while still 
retaining some heterogeneous structure [83, 
84]. In a sandwich propellant, a laminate of 
binder is sandwiched between lamina of AP (or 
vice versa), as simply modeled in Figure 1.5. In 
this manner, one can vary the surface geometry, 
flame structure, burning rate, binder width, 
pressure and overall propellant formulation to 
investigate the effects on burning rates and 
flame structures [83]. Binders used in sandwich 
propellant experiments include PBAA, HTPB, 
PBAN, polyurethane (PU), and polystyrene (PS) [76, 85]. The type of binder plays a part 
in what the flame structure looks like; for example, if the pyrolysis/decomposition 
products are relatively small molecules the LEF will sit closer to the surface. If binder 
decomposition products are relatively large and must decompose further prior to 
combustion, the LEF will have a larger flame standoff.  
The combustion zone of a sandwich propellant consists of the AP monopropellant 
flame above the AP lamina, leading-edge flames (LEF) located on the boundary between 
the AP and inner lamina, and a final diffusion flame above them all [86]. Though LEF 
 









have not been directly observed in solid rocket propellants, they have been seen in 
gaseous fuel flames and theoretical considerations suggest they likely exist in solid 
propellants [23, 83]. Emission and transmission imaging shows that the heat release 
above sandwich propellants is concentrated in the LEF [87]. Unlike the final diffusion 
flame, the leading-edge flame is strongly dependent on kinetics as it stands in a partially 
premixed flow [83]. The LEF form almost directly over the AP/binder interface and sit 
closer to the propellant surface than the final diffusion flame. Leading-edge flame 
standoff distance is controlled by a balance between the chemical heat release and the 
heat feedback to the propellant surface. For a given binder thickness, as pressure 
increases the LEF shrink, causing a decrease in chemical heat release, suggesting that 
there is some limit to the extent to which the LEF is pushed closer to the surface with 
increasing pressure [86]. However, if the binder laminate is thick the LEF can occur 
closer to the surface than otherwise due to the increased fuel supply. The LEF still 
shrinks as pressure increases but the outer diffusion flame, which is also approaching the 
surface, increasingly contributes to the heat feedback [86].  
Leading-edge flames take on a few different forms that change with binder 
laminate thickness and pressure. The flame structures are typically described as combined 
or split (see Figure 1.6) [61]. In this figure, (a) shows a combined LEF while (b)-(d) show 
split LEF with a separate LEF over each oxidizer/binder interface. The split LEF are 
expected to interact to some extent. Combined LEF often occur when the binder laminate 
is thin; at this point the LEF are observed to merge and form one flame, resulting in 
higher temperatures and reduced standoff distances and consequently higher sandwich 






prevent the required flame speed for 
attachment from occurring [89], the fuel-
deficient LEF will detach from the binder, 
and the sandwich burning rate will 
approach the AP monopropellant burning 
rate [61]. If the binder is very thick and/or 
protrudes into the gas phase, the LEF will 
split and a distinct flame will form at each 
AP/binder interface due to an increase in 
the diffusion length scale across the binder 
laminate [88]. As split LEF move closer 
and begin to interact (but do not combine) 
they begin to augment the binder laminate 
burning rate. When the LEF are unmerged 
they primarily affect the AP regression rate [89].  
When AP particles in the fine AP/binder matrix are near enough to each other or 
to the AP lamina they will interact through both heat flow in the condensed phase and 
heat flow and species diffusion in the gas phase. If the AP particles in the binder laminate 
are small, more complete mixing occurs in the LEF, while if the AP particles are large 
they can form their own LEF (as opposed to the LEF formed between the AP laminate 
and fine AP/binder matrix laminate) [86]. For a given fine AP/binder matrix formulation, 
LEF and the premixed flame from the fine AP/binder matrix are expected to form closer 
to the surface at elevated pressures [89]. When the matrix is capable of burning on its 
 
Figure 1.6. Experimental images for fuel 
matrix at 15 atm and (a) 510 μm, (b) 790 
μm, (c) 920 μm, and (d) 1150 μm. Figure 






own, the premixed flame is thought to connect the fuel-rich sides of the adjacent LEF, 
creating a canopy flame which couples the LEF [90]. 
Images from UV emission experiments indicate that the overall diffusion flame 
height remains fairly constant. An increase in pressure results in thinner flames, as does a 
decrease in binder laminate thickness [87]. When the binder is oxygenated (fine AP 
added to the binder matrix) the corrugation of the surface is not as severe as when the 
binder is pure and the diffusion flame becomes shorter. As the LPDL is approached, the 
AP monopropellant flame becomes more dominant and the final diffusion flame extent 
and heat release increase [60].  
Adding aluminum to propellant sandwiches does not significantly alter the 
AP/binder flame structure, though it does increase burning rate via radiative heat 
feedback or decrease it via inert heat-sink effects [23]. The aluminum particles were not 
observed to ignite until it reached the hot flame between the outer AP laminate and the 
fine AP/binder matrix. At lower pressures the effect of the aluminum is noticeable on the 
burning rate, as the final AP diffusion flame is farther from the surface and relatively 
small amounts of heat feedback will increase burning rate. Above about 5 atm, the 
aluminum burns farther from the surface and does not increase the conductive heat 
feedback to the surface. At these pressures the inert heat-sink effect becomes more 
prominent, the burning rate of the aluminized laminates decreases compared to the non-
aluminized laminates, and the pressure exponent is smaller.  
As they are simpler to model than composite propellants, flame structure models 
have been created for sandwich propellants. The models take into account surface 






width, and propellant formulation [87]. The flame structure is often characterized in 
terms of volumetric heat release, which provides information on condensed-phase 
pyrolysis, gas heat feedback, flame structure, and surface geometry. From the model, low 
pressures result in a recessed fuel binder while high pressures result in a protruding 
binder. It was also observed in numerical predictions that a break in the pressure 
exponent occurs for sandwich propellants. At low pressures, the pressure exponent was 
calculated to be 0.4, indicating that the primary diffusion flame is important. However, as 
pressure increases, the pressure exponent was calculated to change to 0.74 above 0.7 
MPa, indicating the final diffusion flame importance is increasing as it is pushed closer to 
the propellant surface [88]. 
 Monomodal Propellants 
Though simplified geometries are useful for modeling studies and understanding 
the basics of ammonium perchlorate composite propellant flame structure, three-
dimensional effects must be considered to fully understand propellant combustion [72]. 
The simplest propellant formulation is one where the AP is uni- or monomodal, meaning 
it has only one size distribution. In this way the burning rate only depends on particle size 
and solids loading, and if the solids loading is held constant the burning rate can be 
directly related to particle size [91]. The variation of flame structure with particle size can 






Ammonium perchlorate composite propellants burn in one of three regions 
depending on particle size and pressure: the premixed limit, diffusion zone, and 
monomodal limit [92]. These can be seen schematically in Figure 1.7 [92, 93]. For 
propellants with fine particles and/or at low pressures, the AP does not develop an 
attached diffusion flame and simply pyrolyzes and burns in a pseudo-premixed flame 
[94]; “pseudo” because it is not premixed in the classical sense because the propellant 
starts out heterogeneous. Diffusion times for these particles were short enough that the 
fuel and oxidizer can mix prior to ignition [57]. As pressure increases, the particle size 
below which premixed flames occur decreases. The premixed limit can be seen 
 






experimentally or computationally as an inflection point where the burning rate begins to 
decrease with increasing particle size. The flame structure begins to transition from 
premixed to diffusion-dominated either as particle size becomes larger than the premixed 
limit at a given pressure or as pressure increases for a given particle size. At high 
pressures or with large particle sizes, the microscale flame structure will attach to each 
individual AP particle [94]. As particle size becomes large enough, the cool 
monopropellant flame will control the burning rate, though there will still be a final 
diffusion flame above the coarse AP particle. The particle burning rate will approach that 
of neat AP.  
The pyrolysis characteristics of the oxidizer and binder change with pressure and 
temperature, leading to changes in burning rate and flame structure. At low pressures the 
binder will burn away from the surface more rapidly than the AP, leaving the coarse 
oxidizer to protrude. At higher pressures, the oxidizer will burn away more rapidly, 
causing divots to form in the binder. As pressure increases, AP chemical kinetics begin to 
speed up. Whether or not a monopropellant flame occurs at pressures below the LPDL in 
the propellant environment is as of yet unknown, but is strongly indicated by the results 
from opposed flow burners [74, 81]. With a further increase in pressure, AP crystal 
burning rates are governed by the AP self-deflagration (monopropellant) flame, which is 
cooler than the diffusion flames formed between the finer AP and binder [75]. Diffusion 
flames are expected to form above even the finest AP particles if the pressure is high 






 Bimodal Propellants 
Monomodal propellants have poor packing efficiency and density, so fielded 
propellants are typically multimodal. Bimodal propellants, which have two oxidizer size 
distributions, are common, but propellants with more than two particle size distributions 
(trimodal, etc.) are not unknown. Burning rates of bimodal propellants are affected by the 
coarse AP content as well as the ratio of the coarse and fine AP diameters, and are not as 
dependent on the average particle diameter as monomodal propellants with the same 
average particle size [91]. Monomodal propellants with the same average particle size as 
multimodal propellants have higher burning rates in general, as the addition of coarse AP 
will not entirely compensate for the decrease in burning rate due to the lower amount of 
fine AP.  
1.3.5.1 Uncatalyzed Propellants 
Propellant burning rate changes with average particle size. One can change the 
average particle size in a propellant directly by changing the particle sizes or indirectly by 
changing the coarse-to-fine (C/F) ratio of the propellant. As the C/F ratio changes, the 
flame structure will change. The presence of larger amounts of coarse AP will push the 
overall flame structure to more diffusion-based while the pseudo-premixed flame will 
become more dominant if there is more fine AP. The relative amounts of coarse and fine 
AP will also change the global burning rate. The coarse AP and fine AP/binder matrix do 
not burn independently. Coarse particle combustion involves decomposition products 
from the matrix, and the matrix may require heat feedback from the diffusion flames to 






The sensitivity of burning rate to C/F ratio is thought to be due to the distances 
between the coarse AP and therefore the interactions between the leading-edge flames. If 
the distances between coarse AP particles are relatively small, as in the 7:3 C/F ratio 
propellant, the LEF are thought to close over neighboring regions of the fine AP/binder 
matrix as was seen in sandwich propellant combustion [60]. For high C/F ratios the heat 
feedback from the LEF is dominant over the heat feedback from the pseudo-premixed 
flame and the burning rate at a given pressure barely changes with fine AP particle size 
[94]. This result is important for propellant formulators. If fine AP diameter does not 
affect burning rate at high C/F ratios except for at high pressures, a moderately large fine 
AP diameter may be chosen to increase propellant processability and safety. As an 
increased percentage of fine AP is introduced into the propellant, burning rate is more 
sensitive to particle size. With a decreasing amount of coarse AP in the propellant, the 
coarse AP LEF would not be expected to blanket the fine AP/binder matrix. Additionally, 
as the amount of fine AP in the propellant increases, the pseudo-premixed flame will 
become hotter (as it is closer to stoichiometric) and more dominant. As fine AP particle 
size increases, individual diffusion flames will form over the fine particles and their LEF 
will blanket the surface [94]. The global burning rate is expected to increase in part due 
to the increased heating of the propellant surface from the hotter, more stoichiometric 
pseudo-premixed flame or the individual fine AP particle leading-edge flames. Both of 
these flames have a short standoff distance and will provide significant heat feedback to 
the propellant surface. 
While leading-edge flames are a small part of the overall flame, they are 






and low pressures the establishment of diffusion flames over individual particles does not 
occur and the pseudo-premixed canopy flame forms over the propellant surface [94]. For 
bimodal propellants at low pressures, LEF may be attached only to locations on the 
surface where relatively wide fuel and oxidizer surface elements are involved. As 
pressure increases, conditions become more favorable for LEF flame-holding so they will 
be present for more oxidizer sizes. The presence of LEF is thought to be one of the 
reasons for particle size burning rate dependence.  
Using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), flame height was observed to extend 
about 6 mm above the surface of an 87% solids loading AP/polybutadiene propellant 
[38]. At 1 atm, CN concentrations were observed to be highest within about 600 μm of 
the propellant surface, indicating a reaction zone of that thickness that remained fairly 
constant between pressures of 0.1 and 3.5 MPa [38]. High-speed OH planar laser-induced 
fluorescence (PLIF) imaging applied to an 80% solids loading 1:1 bimodal (400 μm/20 
μm) AP/HTPB propellant at 1 atm showed both two-dimensional OH images in the 
propellant environment and that AP fluoresces under UV light. The AP fluorescence 
enables investigation of coarse crystal lifetimes and allows flame heights to be related to 
particle sizes. Good contrast was observed between the coarse AP and the fine AP/binder 
 






matrix [67]. In Figure 1.8, the white dashed line placed just below the propellant surface 
to orient the reader. Coarse AP crystals are visible on the propellant surface and the jet-
like flame is also visible above the propellant surface. High OH regions were visible that 
appeared and disappeared from above the coarse crystals, and these regions became more 
pronounced when the coarse crystals were being consumed. The high OH regions are 
thought to be related to the appearance and disappearance of jet-like underventilated 
diffusion flames above the propellant.  
At pressures above about 0.3 MPa, coarse particles are less frequently visible on 
the propellant surface and flame structures began to transition from jet-like flames to 
lifted flames. Flames are lifted and arched as described in Section 0. The flame sheets 
become more noticeable as pressure increases, and the duration matches the coarse AP 
crystal burn times [68]. The lifted flame sheets are thought to be caused by the coarse AP 
burning faster than the surrounding fine AP/binder matrix as pressure increases, releasing 
large amounts of oxidizer into the gas phase. The local excess of oxidizer causes the 
oxidizer and fuel to mix and burn far above the propellant surface, forming a lifted, 
overventilated, inverted (oxidizer in the center) diffusion flame. The flame stands well off 
the surface because the flow of oxidizer is large. 
Differences in inverted overventilated flame structures were presumed to be the 
result of local variations in the surface and the oxidizer size [68]. Jet-like flame heights 
were measured to 4 atm and found to increase with pressure. The standoff distance of the 
inverted overventilated flames was also found to increase with pressure. Note that these 
observations are for propellants with large (400 μm) AP particles [68]. Diffusion flame 






thought to be due to large disparities in concentrations of fuel and oxidizer that support 
long diffusional distances [70].  
Coarse AP particle lifetime and flame height were observed to be functions of 
particle diameter for isolated crystals at 1 atm [67]. The coarse AP particles were 
observed to burn in a two-step process where the single AP crystal has an ignition delay 
followed by combustion of the coarse crystal [67]. The ignition delay varies with particle 
size [67]. Coarse crystal burning rates were measured but the scatter was large, probably 
in part due to the fact that the surroundings of individual AP particles are so different due 
to the heterogeneous nature of the propellant. Coarse particle burning rate was nearly 
constant at the AP LPDL rate for individual particles from about 1-6 atm and increased 
afterwards. From 2-6 atm AP particles were observed to protrude above the surrounding 
fine AP/binder matrix as the fuel-rich fine AP/binder matrix burns away much faster than 
the coarse AP crystals. In the 7-12 atm range protrusion is modest and ignition delay 
cannot be measured as the coarse crystals regress whenever they are protruding. Above 
12 atm the AP particles burn much faster than the surrounding fine AP/binder matrix and 
become recessed into the surface [68]. Ammonium perchlorate particle protrusion is 
generally attributed to AP non-self-deflagration and higher binder pyrolysis rate at low 
pressures and higher pyrolysis or deflagration rates of AP at high pressures. Large AP 
particles will tend to protrude above the surface with low-temperature melting binder, 






1.3.5.2 Catalyzed Propellants 
Ballistic properties of AP composite propellants can be tailored by changing the 
AP particle size. Decreasing the AP particle diameter increases propellant burning rate; 
however, decreasing the particle diameter past a certain point no longer provides a 
burning rate increase and can cause processing problems and safety concerns during grain 
manufacture [11, 96, 97]. Burning rate modifiers, such as catalysts, can be used to further 
alter the burning rate. Iron oxide (Fe2O3) is an attractive catalyst as it is relatively non-
toxic, easy to manufacture, and is a good burning rate modifier at rocket pressures. The 
burning rate modifications provided by iron oxide are high, well-characterized, and 
reproducible [11, 18, 70, 84, 98-106]. As catalysis is a surface phenomenon, the catalyst 
becomes more effective as the contact area with the reactant, in this case the oxidizer, 
increases [84]. Increasing the catalyst percentage can increase the number of catalysis 
sites and therefore burning rate, but after a certain catalyst percentage there is no increase 
in burning rate and propellant performance decreases due to the larger percentage of an 
inert ingredient [107, 108]. Catalyst efficacy also increases as the catalyst size decreases 
due to the larger number reaction sites available for the same catalyst mass percentage 
[11, 70, 98-100]. The large total surface area of the fine catalyst particles, however, can 
lead to an increase in propellant mix viscosity. If the propellant mix viscosity becomes 
too high, propellant grain casting becomes unfeasible, as has been seen in propellant 
mixes with large amounts of fine AP [96, 97, 109]. In sandwich combustion experiments 
using catalysts, results indicated that the catalysts would be more effective as the oxidizer 






There have been a few reports in the literature of methods that cause the catalyst or 
dopant to be in direct physical contact with the AP crystals [19, 101, 110-113]. Loading 
the AP with catalyst or coating the AP with catalyst would have similar effects. 
When micron- or nano-sized iron (III) oxide or copper (II) oxide (CuO) were 
added to the composite propellant, burning rates of the composite propellants increased. 
Catalyzing the propellant causes the flame complex to be very close to the propellant 
surface even at low pressures. The LEF are therefore always close to the propellant 
surface, resulting in higher burning rates. The catalysts were observed to significantly 
reduce the ignition delays and lifetimes of the AP crystals [70]. Burning rate was seen to 
strongly depend on the lifetime of the coarse AP crystals. The fine AP/binder matrix 
burning rate is accelerated by the presence of catalysts, resulting in protrusion of the 
coarse AP above the propellant surface [70]. Burning rates of solid rocket propellants 
increase as catalyst size changes, with nano-sized catalysts causing faster burning rates 
than micron-sized catalysts [104]. The burning rate increase is due in part to the increased 
catalytic effect nano-sized catalysts have over micron-sized catalysts [99]. Propellants 
with the nano-sized catalysts encapsulated into the fine AP had even higher burning rates 
than propellants with the nano-sized catalysts mixed directly into the binder [111].  
1.3.5.3 Aluminized Propellants 
Aluminum has been used to increase the specific impulse of solid propellants by 
increasing the temperature of the burned gases. Adding aluminum to a propellant changes 
the amount of energy released at the burning surface [114]. In solid propellant 






ignite, and burn slowly above the surface leaving a large amount of residual aluminum 
oxide. The molten aluminum droplet will burn surrounded by its own flame sheath [115]. 
Propellants with large amounts of fine AP have been observed to have less aluminum 
agglomeration than propellants with larger percentages of coarse AP; this is thought to be 
in part due to the presence of premixed flames [116].  
Ignition of the aluminum particles may be induced by the LEF or final diffusion 
flame as the temperatures required for ignition are achieved. The size of the aluminum 
particles is thought to affect flame structure and particle ignition. Micron-sized powders 
have not been observed to provide a large increase in burning rate at elevated pressures, 
possibly due to the fact that they burn well above the gas-phase flame thickness of the AP 
flame structure and do not much affect heat feedback to the propellant surface [117, 118]. 
Ultra-fine (nanoscale) powders, on the other hand, increase burning rate because they can 
burn in the AP/binder flame due to earlier ignition and rapid combustion [117, 119]. 
Imaging of these flames shows the nano-aluminum reacting and burning within a thin, 
luminous layer adjacent to the propellant surface [118]. Though the temperatures to ignite 
micron-sized aluminum are typically only found in the LEF or final diffusion flames, 
nanometric aluminum (~ 100 nm in diameter) has been observed to ignite in the fine 
AP/binder matrix flame [119]. The aluminum particles then burn above the fine 
AP/binder matrix flame and provide a significant amount of heat feedback to the 
propellant surface.  
 Flame structures of aluminized propellants can be difficult to investigate. No 
studies have been reported of PLIF on aluminized propellant, as the addition of aluminum 






observed to be essentially opaque above 0.8 MPa. At atmospheric pressure, however, a 
change in CN profile was seen between aluminized and non-aluminized propellants, with 
the CN profile being extended in the aluminized propellant as seen in Figure 1.9 [120]. It 
is possible, if not probable, that there will be changes in other molecular profiles above 
the propellant surface, though measurement difficulties still stand. 
1.3.5.4 Binder effects 
The type of binder used has an effect on AP composite propellant burning rate 
and flame structure and burning rate [69] as discussed in Section 1.3.3. Burning rates are 
observed to be progressively more sensitive to the fuel type as pressure increases [79], 
partly due to the binder temperature of pyrolysis [69]. Very fuel rich propellants (25-30% 
 
Figure 1.9. CN emission intensity profiles for two AP propellants (1 atm N2+). Figure 






binder) can lead to abnormal burning or even complete extinction of the propellant strand 
due to the presence of a carbonized layer covering the AP particles on the propellant 
surface [114]. The amount of adhesion between the AP particles and the binder can have 
also an effect on propellant combustion. 
 As with other composite propellants discussed here, AP composite propellants 
with HTPB, PBAN, and dicyclopentadiene (DCPD) binder exhibited jet-like diffusion 
flames below about 0.4 MPa [69]. The DCPD-based propellant had a consistently higher 
background OH signal above the propellant surface compared to the HTPB- and PBAN-
based propellants, which had equivalent OH signals. A higher OH generation rate can 
come from increased binder combustion or from an increased combustion between the 
fine AP and binder. At elevated pressures, large amounts of oxidizer released over a short 
period of time resulted in oxidizer-rich regions and lifted flame sheets that were in 
general thinner than the jet-like flames. These flame sheets were visible as v-shaped 
regions in the gas phase [69]. The transition from jet-like to lifted IOF was gradual and 
began near 4 atm, and flame heights were observed to increase as burning rate increased. 
1.4 Predicted Flame Structures 
Models of AP and APCP combustion have been developed to determine the flame 
structure using a variety of approaches. The extremely small scale of AP/HTPB flame 
structure makes complete experimental resolution essentially impossible at practical 
pressures, so numerical models are developed in part to understand combustion processes 
[93]. One of the earliest models described the flame structure as a quasi-steady gaseous 






the gas phase. This model, known as the granular diffusion flame (GDF) model, 
postulated that the oxidizer and fuel are released in adjacent pockets. The pockets are 
gradually consumed at a rate controlled by the diffusion of the fuel and oxidizer into one 
another and by the kinetics at the burning pressure [57]. To account for the fact that 
burning rate varies with pressure and AP particle size, more complicated models were 
created that took into account fuel pyrolysis, oxidizer decomposition, heterogeneous 
chemical reaction between the fuel and decomposed oxidizer in areas surrounding the 
individual oxidizer particles, and the gas phase combustion of the final diffusion products 
[121].   
 The most commonly accepted model of the flame structure above an ammonium 
perchlorate composite propellant first appeared in 1970. The Beckstead-Derr-Price (BDP) 
model describes the flame structure above a coarse AP crystal embedded in binder as 
having three flame zones: a primary flame between the binder and AP decomposition 
products, a premixed oxidizer flame above the coarse AP crystal, and a final diffusion 
flame from the products of the other two flames [122]. The premise of the BDP model is 
that, as a composite propellant burns, the binder and oxidizer undergo decomposition 
processes and the resulting gaseous products mix and react at some point above the 
propellant surface. The kinetics of these reactions increase with pressure. At low 
pressures one might expect mixing to occur completely before reaction, while at high 
pressures the mixing step may be the limiting process, resulting in diffusion flames.  
The flame structure of the modified BDP model is shown in Figure 1.10. The 
numbers in parentheses that follow refer to the numbers in the figure. The AP 






particle as a monopropellant. This flame is highly dependent on pressure and produces 
excess oxygen [78]. The flame between the fine AP and binder (2) is often considered to 
be premixed, especially for computational efforts, because the fine AP decomposes very 
rapidly and the decomposition products have time to mix with the binder decomposition 
products before ignition [5, 92, 93, 123, 124]. Section 1.3.4 discusses how the flame 
structures change with pressure and particle size.  
The final diffusion flame (3) forms as the products from the AP monopropellant 
flame and fine AP/binder matrix flames diffuse into one another. Though the final 
diffusion flame is very hot, it sits well above the propellant surface. The final diffusion 
flame has a greater or lesser effect on propellant burning rate depending on pressure; it 
becomes more dominant at higher pressures [122]. Finally, the main difference between 
the BDP model and previous models was the inclusion of a primary diffusion flame (4) at 
the edge of the AP particle that is fed by the binder and AP decomposition products. This 
 
Figure 1.10. Microscale flame structure above a bimodal composite AP propellant. 







primary diffusion flame, also known as the leading-edge flame ([23, 83]), is very hot and 
located close to the propellant surface. The primary diffusion flame is widely considered 
to be premixed or partially-premixed [123].  
The BDP model has been slightly altered over the years but the three-flame model 
(monopropellant, primary, final) continues to be the basis for nearly all the models 
proposed for APCP combustion. Most of these alternate models merely extend the BDP 
model into three dimensions and multimodal oxidizer sizes.  Other models predict flames 
similar to the BDP three-flame model [125] or use columnar diffusion flames and AP 
monopropellant flames instead of the three-flame model [126]. Regardless, a complete 
model for AP propellant combustion should take into consideration individual component 
burning rates, different oxidizer size distributions, propellant compositions, pressure, and 
burning surface geometry [127]. Physical characteristics of propellants such as random 
packing of oxidizer particles in a fuel binder, unsteady 3D heat conduction, unsteady 
regression of the nonplanar surface, and unsteady 3D combustion field sustained by 
fluxes from the surface are also being modeled [128]. All three flames of the BDP model 
are thought to be necessary for successful prediction of flame structure and burning rate 
[60]. Chemistry, including aluminum combustion, is required for a good propellant 
model. Construction of propellant models is a non-trivial task that really began to come 
into its own with the advent of high-power computing. The eventual goal of many 
modelers is to making a computer model that will be able to predict a priori the burning 
rate of a composite solid propellant using only boundary conditions rather than constants 






A significant step in moving toward a complete model of AP composite 
propellant combustion was the development of random packing algorithms. A model was 
created to make packs of bimodal spheres in a periodic cube and parameters like oxidizer 
fractions on the surface were determined [6]; these packs were then validated using 
standard experimental data collected by Miller [129]. These random packs were then 
used as a base for AP combustion [130]. Current cutting-edge models of AP/HTPB 
combustion use unsteady conditions and random packs of particles of general shapes 
[128, 131]. The size of the AP particles is decisive in dictating the burning behavior of 
the composite propellant [22]. Since not all scales can be resolved numerically, one must 
decide at which point fine AP can be considered to be homogeneous with the binder. In a 
homogenized AP/binder case, the individual flames above each fine AP particle need not 
be modeled; this saves computational time and reduces complexity. The AP 
homogenization cutoff diameter decreases as pressure increases [93].  
Computed temperature fields above a variety of AP particle sizes are shown in 
Figure 1.11. The leading-edge flame is a very small part of the combustion field but is 
intense and has a noticeable effect on the propellant regression [132]. Flame sheets are 
thin due to the high reactivity of the fuel and oxidizer. The final diffusion flame is not 
predicted to occur at 1 atm, but is predicted to be close enough to the surface to influence 
combustion below about 20 atm [123]. At elevated pressures, the final diffusion flame 
moves away from the surface due to an increased oxidizer mass flux; the oxidizer species 
are convected downstream before they are able to react. Other flames present move closer 
to the surface due to increased kinetics [123]. As standoff height increases with pressure 






the flame height of the AP monopropellant is about 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than 
that of the final diffusion flame, meaning for large particles the AP monopropellant flame 
will have a large effect on the propellant combustion [22]. As pressure increases and the 
flame moves closer to the surface, the heat feedback to the condensed phase increases 




Figure 1.11. Temperature profiles above the surface for 86% AP composite propellants 










CHAPTER 2.  EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
In this study several procedures and experimental methods were used, including 
propellant mixing and casting, encapsulating catalysts, determination of propellant 
burning rates, high-speed imaging, and high-speed OH planar laser-induced fluorescence 
imaging. This chapter will discuss these methods.  
2.1 Propellant Formulation and Mixing 
Propellant formulations were chosen largely due to legacies from previous 
experiments. Work performed by Hedman et al. at Purdue University used propellants 
with 80% solids loading (SL) 1:1 coarse-to-fine (C/F) ratio propellant with 200 μm or 
400 μm AP as the coarse AP and 20 μm AP as the fine AP [67-70]. The C/F ratio and 
solids loading were chosen in part to isolate the coarse AP crystals for easier 
determination of flame height above the individual coarse particles. These experiments, 
have adopted the 80% SL 1:1 C/F 400 μm/20 μm formulation as a baseline propellant. 
Other formulations considered are a variation off this baseline.  
The 400 μm AP was purchased from Firefox Enterprises, while the 20 μm AP was 
obtained from Alliant Techsystems (ATK). Particle sizes were obtained by dry-






Analyzer (GmBH). Particle size distributions and other details of particle size 
measurement are reported in Ref. [67] and are given in Figure 2.1. Four methods of 
varying the propellant formulation were undertaken: monomodal propellants, changing 
the coarse-to-fine ratio, adding catalyst to the propellant, and changing the coarse 
oxidizer from AP to another energetic material. The AP for the monomodal propellants 
were selected from the AP in stock at the Maurice J. Zucrow Laboratory and typically 
came from Firefox Enterprises. To ensure AP particle sizes were known, the AP was 
sieved into a series of bins. The sieving bins are shown in Table 2.1 as are the 
specifications for the sieves used (VWR International). The average particle sizes were 
then determined by dry-measuring the AP particles using forward light scattering on a 
Sympatec HELOS Particle Analyzer (GmBH). 
 
 








The coarse-to-fine ratio propellants contained nominally 400 μm coarse AP and 20 
μm fine AP. The solids loading was held at 80% for all propellants. The propellant 
formulations can be seen graphically in Figure 2.2. The propellants are described by the 
percentage of coarse AP (% cAP) present in the mix. An increase in % cAP is equivalent 
to an increasing coarse-to-fine ratio.  
For some propellants the coarse 
AP in the baseline propellant was 
replaced with an alternative coarse 
oxidizer, such as ammonium 
dinitramide (ADN) or ammonium 
nitrate (AN). The material particle size 
was typically around 400 μm. The ADN 
(China Lake NAWCWD) was sieved 
using the 355 μm sieve described in 
Table 2.1. The AN was used as received 
Table 2.1. Monomodal propellant particle size sieving bins and sieve designation. 
 




VWR Sieve Designation 
22 μm < 25 μm 57334-602 
46 μm 25 μm < x < 53 μm 
57334-602 
57334-594 
125 μm 75 μm < x < 106 μm 
57334-594 
57334-586 
219 μm 106 μm < x < 355 μm 
57334-586 
57334-572 
456 μm -- As received 
802 μm -- As received 
  
 







and is shown in Figure 2.3. Note the 
spherical shape of the AN particles. The 
image was taken using a Hirox KH-8700 
microscope with an OL-350-II lens. The 
AN-based propellant, was an 85% solids 
loading, 1:1 C/F ratio of coarse AN 
particles and 20 μm fine AP particles in an 
HTPB binder.  The ADN propellant had an 
80% solids loading with a 1:1 C/F ratio with coarse ADN (average diameter 230 μm) and 
20 μm fine AP particles. Instead of HTPB, PBAN was used in an effort to forestall any 
compatibility effects that have been reported by previous researchers. The ADN-based 
propellant was hand-mixed and cured at 60°C for seven days prior to use. Neither AN nor 
ADN was observed to fluoresce on the surface under the laser light, in contrast to AP. 
However, the fine AP in the propellant enabled the surface location to be determined. 
 Catalysts used in the propellants were either mixed into the binder directly or 
encapsulated into the fine AP. For a further discussion of the latter, see Section 2.2. Two 
catalyst sizes were used: nominally 53 µm (Firefox Enterprises) and 3 nm (Mach I Inc.). 
Particle size distributions are given in Ref. [70] and Ref. [133], respectively. The catalyst 
percentage in the propellant was driven by the amount of iron oxide captured in the 
composite particles. 
The HTPB binder used was 72.9% R45-M prepolymer (Firefox Enterprises), 
1.0% Tepanol HX-878 (3M Corporation) as a bonding agent, 14.6% icodecyl pelargonate 
(RCS RMC) as a plasticizer, and 11.5% Desmodur E744 (Bayer Corporation) as a 
 
Figure 2.3. Representative image of 






curative. When PBAN was used the composition was 79% PBAN resin and 21% D.E.R. 
331 epoxy resin (Dow Chemical). The solids loading was ideally held at 80% for all 
propellants except where noted. After mixing, the actual solids loading was measured and 
found to be on average 79.83% ± 0.18%. The average and standard deviation were found 
by looking at over fifty propellant mixes. The propellants skewed to being more fuel-rich 
than desired as small amounts of extra binder ingredients cause relatively large changes 
in the overall binder percentages, while small amounts of AP or other oxidizers did not 
produce as large of a change due to larger percentage of AP in the propellants. 
All propellants but a 6% coarse AP (cAP) propellant were mixed by hand. The 6% 
cAP propellant was mixed on a LabRam resonant mixer (Resodyn Acoustic Mixers, Inc.) 
to more adequately disperse the large amount of fine AP in the formulation [24]. The 
mixed propellants were degassed under vacuum and cast into 6.35 mm diameter plastic 
molds 80 mm in length. Propellants were allowed to cure for at least seven days prior to 
use in experiments. In some cases an additional propellant mix was used to check data 
trends. In these cases no statistical differences were found for flame heights, particle 
lifetimes, and ignition delays between propellant batches.  
2.2 Encapsulating Catalysts 
Nano-sized iron oxide particles were encapsulated in fine AP using the fast-crash 
solvent-antisolvent technique described by Reese et al. [19]. Acetone (100 mL, ACS 
grade, Sigma-Aldrich) was chilled in an ice bath to 4°C. Chemical grade AP (1.5 g, 
Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the acetone and stirred using a magnetic stir plate and rod 






the dissolving process. After removal of the stir 
rod, nano-sized iron oxide (0.015 g, 3 nm 
Nanocat© Superfine Iron Oxide, Mach I Inc.) 
was added to the AP/acetone solution and the 
resulting colloid was bath sonicated for five 
minutes to promote dispersion of the iron oxide 
through the solution. After sonication, 300 mL of 
ethyl acetate antisolvent (ACS grade, 99.5+%, 
Alfa Aesar) was added to crash the AP onto the iron oxide. The mixture sat in the ice 
bath for 10 minutes. The precipitated composite particles were vacuum filtered through a 
No. 5 Whatman filter paper in a Coors filter assembly, bath sonicated with hexanes to 
remove surface particles, and dried. The resulting mean composite particle diameter 
(D4,3) was 25 µm and the size distribution is reported elsewhere [19]. The prepared 
crystals were a light salmon pink in color. Microscopic images of the crystals can be seen 
in Figure 2.4. Each batch yielded approximately 1 g of material. All successful batches 
were stored in the same container. 
After enough material was prepared for a propellant batch, inductively coupled 
plasma-atomic emission spectrometry at Galbraith Laboratories (Knoxville, TN) was 
used to determine the iron content in the composite crystals. The iron content of the 
composite crystals was found on average to be 0.375%, which translates to an iron oxide 
content by mass of 0.57%. The catalyst percent in the propellant formulation was 0.21%. 
This catalyst mass fraction was kept constant for all the iron oxide catalyzed propellants. 
 
Figure 2.4. Ammonium perchlorate 






Due to the small catalyst size, visualization of the particles inside the crystals was not 
successful; we therefore do not know how the catalyst is distributed inside the crystals. 
2.3 Propellant Global Burning Rates 
Global propellant burning rates were obtained using a Vision Research Phantom 
7.3 camera and either an Infinity K2 long-distance microscopic lens or a Canon EF100 
mm f/2.8 Macro USM lens. Images were taken at 500-2500 frames per second depending 
on the pressure and the burning rate of the propellant. Burning rate was determined by 
taking a linear fit of the position-time measurements as recorded by the high-speed 
camera. At 1 atm a high intensity 1000 W mercury-xenon arc lamp (Newport 66921) was 
used to illuminate the samples.  
At elevated pressures the propellants were burned in a windowed high-pressure 
Crawford strand burner that can be remotely pressurized with nitrogen up to 41 MPa. 
Ignition was achieved by applying voltage across a nichrome ignition wire. The pressure 
inside the bomb was measured with a Setra Model 207 pressure transducer connected to a 
LabVIEW computer data system. Data were taken at pressures between 0.6 and 20 MPa. 
At least two burns were performed for each propellant at each pressure.  
2.4 High-speed OH Planar Laser-induced Fluorescence 
High-speed OH planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) was used to image flame 
structures and determine ignition delay, burning time, and lifetime for individual AP 
particles. A Sirah Credo dye laser was pumped by an Edgewave Nd:YAG (IS200-2-L) 






laser was tuned to output at the OH Q
1
(7) line at 283.2 nm. The pulse energy was 
measured to be approximately 0.55 mJ in the UV. The UV beam was checked before 
each experimental session to ensure it was properly tuned to 283.2 nm; this was done 
either using an OH LIF reference leg or a High Finesse WS6 Precision wavelength meter. 
The UV laser beam was directed through a negative spherical lens (f = -75 mm, C.A. = 
21.3 mm) and a positive cylindrical lens (f = 250 mm, C.A. = 50.8) to create a laser sheet. 
A positive spherical lens (f = 500 mm, C.A. = 50.0 mm) then focused the expanded beam 
down to a laser sheet. The sheet created was 2 cm tall with a 50 μm waist thickness. 
To capture the OH fluorescence emitted by the flame at 310 nm, a Nikon or 
JENOPTIK UV-grade lens (Nikkor 105mm F/4.5 or CoastalOpt® 105mm UV-VIS SLR 
F/4.5) was mounted to a series of Semrock interference filters (FF01-300/80-25 and 
FF01-315/15-25) designed to block out interference from around the fluorescence 
wavelength and soot flame luminosity above about 700 nm. In some cases, a Newport 
FSR-UG11 UV bandpass filter was also used to provide an additional increase in the 
signal-to-noise ratio. The filters were in turn mounted to a Video Scope International 
high-speed image intensifier (VS4-1845HS). The intensifier is capable of operating at up 
to 100 kHz with a gain of up to 80,000. The intensifier was coupled to a Vision Research 
Phantom 7.3 camera, which can operate up to 6686 fps at its full resolution of 800x600 
with 14 bit image depth. Lens extension tubes or bellows were incorporated in the optical 
train, allowing for greater magnification and depth of field. 
The timing system used a Stanford DG535 digital delay generator. The Phantom 
camera provided the trigger signal. Upon receiving a trigger signal from the Phantom (via 






intensifier. The intensifier gate was typically open for 80 ns. As the laser often had a 
delay between when it received the signal and when it would pulse, the delay generator 
was also used to ensure the intensifier gate opened at the proper time to record the short-
lived fluorescence signal. The proper delay for the intensifier was determined using a 
butane torch in the laser sheet; when the OH signal was maximized the timing was 
assumed to be correct. This method had the added advantage as it could be used to spot-
check whether or not the laser was tuned on-resonance to the OH excitation line. 
The propellant was burned either on a pedestal in the open atmosphere or inside a 
pressure vessel for burns at elevated pressures (0.2-0.8 MPa).  Further details of the 
system can be found in Ref. [67]. If the propellants were burned on a pedestal they were 
ignited using a butane torch and were ignited using Nichrome ignition wire in the 
pressure vessel. The pressurant was nitrogen.  
Spatial resolution was determined by calibrating to a fiduciary before each data 
collection period and was approximately 11 μm/pixel averaged over all data runs. In the 
composite propellants, the HTPB burns away more quickly than the coarse AP at one 
atmosphere, leaving the coarse AP particles exposed on the surface of the propellant. The 
AP particles fluoresce when exposed to UV laser light and can be seen in the PLIF 
images. The locations of high OH concentration can often be correlated with individual 
or groups of AP particles at 1 atm and more rarely at elevated pressures. Coarse AP 
particle ignition delay, burning rate, and lifetime were determined if possible. 
Note that the OH PLIF results described in this document are qualitative. We are 
looking at the microscale flame structure above the propellant surface and not 






indicating the presence of diffusion flame 
structures were visible with the current 
experimental setup, the leading-edge flames and 
monopropellant flames associated with coarse AP 
particles were not visible. A premixed flame sheet 
above the fine AP/binder matrix was also not seen. 
The reason we were not able to see these flame 
structures is probably due to the resolution 
limitations of our experimental setup rather than 
the absence of such flames.  
For jet-like diffusion flames, which most commonly occurred at 1 atm, flame 
height was determined to be the point at which signal intensity had diminished to 75% of 
the surface OH intensity. Hedman et al. postulated that lifted IOF occur when the coarse 
AP burns faster than the surrounding fine AP/binder matrix, causing a local oxidizer mass 
flow rate large enough to lift the flame [68]. These flames have a dark zone adjacent to 
the surface with a curved flame sheet(s) existing at some point above it and were 
observed at pressures greater than about 0.3 MPa. For arched flames, where there was a 
dark zone between the surface and the flame sheet, flame height was determined to be the 
point above the flame sheet where the signal intensity had decreased to 75% of the 
maximum flame sheet brightness. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.5. 
Coarse crystal lifetime was determined by calculating the amount of time between 
when the crystal appeared on the propellant surface and when it could no longer be seen. 
Ignition delay, the time between crystal appearance on the propellant surface and crystal 
 
Figure 2.5. Flame height definitions 







ignition, could be measured at 1 atm. At elevated pressures the crystal tended to ignite 
almost immediately when exposed to the propellant surface. Ignition was determined to 
occur either when the crystal diameter was reduced by 10% within 20 µs or when an OH 
jet appeared above the crystal. If ignition delay was calculated, the coarse crystal burning 
rate was determined by dividing the time between ignition and crystal disappearance 
from the propellant surface by the maximum crystal diameter. If ignition delay could not 
be determined, crystal burning rate was calculated as the crystal lifetime divided by the 
maximum crystal diameter. Note that for some catalyzed propellants, crystal 
disappearance often occurred due to crystal ejection from the surface; in this case, crystal 
burning rate was calculated by dividing the difference between the maximum and final 
















CHAPTER 3. MONOMODAL PROPELLANTS 
3.1 Introduction 
There is a critical need for detailed measurements of ammonium perchlorate (AP) 
composites in simplified configurations for model development and validation.  Models 
of composite propellants have made great strides in recent years; however, there is 
currently a lack of experimental data to fully support high fidelity models [92, 124, 128]. 
For example, due to constraints in computational power the most detailed AP composite 
models do not resolve the finest AP particles and therefore the fine AP and binder 
mixture is modeled as a homogeneous mixture, essentially as a subgrid model.  However, 
the particle size at which the fine AP can actually be considered homogeneous with the 
binder – that is, at which it does not produce its own diffusion flame – varies with 
pressure. Consequently, monomodal data are needed to constrain these unresolved 
homogenized models, and simplified propellant experiments can help determine the 
parameter space where homogenization may not be safely assumed.  
Other important areas that require experimental validation are individual AP 
particle burning rates, studying flame structures above the individual AP particles, 
investigating how AP particles burn together in group combustion, and learning how the 
flames above the individual AP particles may interact with each other. The application of 






be directly observed in a propellant environment, providing new insight to the burning 
environment in a propellant.  Simplified model propellant configurations, such as 
monomodal propellants, can be valuable in the development and validation of predictive 
numerical tools.  These idealized experiments also yield insight into the effect of 
diffusion length scales on combustion, but comprehensive data covering a large range of 
diffusional length scales do not currently exist. In this chapter propellant global burning 
rate is studied as a function of AP particle size and pressures between 0.1 and 4 MPa to 
investigate how the premixed limit changes with pressure. This chapter also discusses 
how flame structure changes as a function of particle size and pressure to provide insight 
into global burning rate trends. Additionally, we examine coarse AP particle lifetimes and 
burning rates to see how particle size affects flame structure and global burning rate.  
3.2 Particle Size and Burning Rate 
Global burning rates as a function of particle size and pressure are shown in Figure 
3.1. Particle sizes range from 20 μm to pressed AP pellets in a counterflow configuration 
approximating an infinite particle size. The infinite particle size experiments provide a 
means to examine the chemical kinetics of AP/fuel with negligible contribution from 
nearby burning particles. Burning rates increase with pressure and decreasing particle 
size. Similar burning trends have been observed in other experimental data for different 







A plateau, or lack of particle diameter dependence, in the burning rate at both the 
upper and lower limits of particle sizes is observed at all but the highest pressure 
examined. For the larger particle sizes (400 µm and above), the plateau indicates the 
region where the AP monopropellant flame is dominant. The plateau at the smaller 
particle sizes indicates the range over which the fine AP/binder matrix can be considered 
homogeneous, also known as the premixed limit. The present results suggest that this 
limit has not been reached at 4.1 MPa for the finest particle size studied.  
The burning rate results for the varying AP particle sizes are plotted in Figure 3.2 
as a function of pressure along with data published by Atwood et al. [136], Johansson et 
 
Figure 3.1. Burning rates of monomodal AP propellants as a function of particle size. 






al. [137], Hightower and Price [138], and Boggs [139]. Below the AP low pressure 
deflagration limit (LPDL), ported AP pellets fill in the burning rate curves between the 
solid AP pellet data and the 800 μm propellant. As pressures increase and approach the 
AP LPDL, burning rates for the samples in this study converge with solid AP pellet and 
single AP particle burning rates. The observation that the burning rates of the propellants 
and ported pellets converge with the burning rate of neat AP above the LPDL would 
indicate that the monopropellant flame becomes dominant even over the final diffusion 
flame for formulations with very large AP particles. 
  
 The burning rate data will be useful when it comes to modelling propellants. One 
of the choices a modeler faces is determining whether or not the fine AP can be 
considered to be homogeneous with the binder. If so, flames need not be modeled over 
individual fine AP crystals and the fine AP/binder matrix can be treated as a single 
 
Figure 3.2. Linear burning rate values obtained for AP/HTPB compositions as a function 






ingredient. However, if the AP cannot be considered to be homogenized with the binder, 
individual flames must be modeled over each AP crystal, which can lead to a 
considerable increase in computing time and expense. Knowledge of where the flame can 
be considered premixed compared to when the individual flames must be modeled can 
help modelers create simulations that are not only accurate but are also efficient. These 
burning rate data have already been used for comparison with a computer model, and 
while the values were different the trends were similar [140]. Researchers have 
considered binder homogenization for many years, and have modeled the particle 
size/burning rate dependence computationally (Figure 3.3) [92, 124, 140]. The data 





Figure 3.3. The effect of particle size and pressure on the burning rate of an 
86% AP composite propellants calculated with the DK2D code. Figure from 






3.3 Flame Structure 
In the Beckstead-Derr-Price model of AP composite propellant combustion, three 
different flames are seen [122] as discussed in Section 1.4. These flames are 1) the AP 
monopropellant flame, 2) the pseudo-premixed flame that sits above the fine AP/binder 
matrix and is formed from the decomposition products of the homogenized binder [92], 
3) the final diffusion flame between the AP monopropellant products and the 
decomposed fuel products, and 4) a primary flame between the binder decomposition 
products and the oxidizer (often called the leading-edge flame [83]). A diagram of the 
flames above a bimodal composite propellant can be seen in Figure 3.4. 
 
For the monomodal propellants investigated in this study, flame structure 
similarities of the composite propellants are such that the propellants can be divided into 
two categories at 1 atm: propellants with AP diameters under 150 μm and propellants 
with AP diameters above 150 μm. Propellants with fine AP burn with a pseudo-premixed 
 
Figure 3.4. Flames are the (1) monopropellant, (2) pseudo-premixed, (3) final diffusion, 






flame due to the small mean AP diameter (24-125 μm). With PLIF imaging a haze of OH 
is seen above the propellant surface (Figure 3.5(1)-(3)). In this figure white dashed lines 
indicate the approximate location of the propellant surface. Instead of flame height, the 
mean signal intensity above the propellant surface was measured (Table 3.1). The 
differences in average intensity between the propellants were not statistically significant, 
indicating that the propellants are all producing about the same amount of OH. The 
similarity in OH production is not surprising if one looks at the global burning rate at 1 
atm (Figure 3.1); the fine AP propellants, which have mean AP diameters of 24, 46, and 
125 µm, show nearly identical burning 
rates. Note that the fact that a defined 
flame sheet was not visible speaks more to 
the lack of the required resolution to 
image such a flame sheet rather than to 
the lack of such a flame sheet. 
Propellants with fine AP exhibit similar burning rates as they are within the 
premixed limit at 1 atm. In this burning regime diffusion is faster than the AP kinetics, 
 
Figure 3.5. Flame structures above monomodal propellants. Average particle sizes are 1) 
22 μm, 2) 46 μm, 3) 125 μm, 4) 219 μm, 5) 456 μm, and 6) 802 μm.  
Table 3.1. PLIF fluorescence intensity above 






22 33.73 ± 4.75 
46 36.08 ± 7.20 






allowing the AP and binder decomposition products to mix prior to igniting. The 
combustion rate is limited by the kinetic rate. As AP particle size increased, the flame 
structure changed. The flame structures above individual AP particles for propellants 
with coarse AP at 1 atm were observed to be jet-like diffusion flames as described in Ref. 
[67]. These jet-like flames form above individual or groups of AP particles and sit close 
to the surface. The flame sheet is thick. Jet-like flames are underventilated, as the 
oxidizer stream from the individual AP particles flows into a fuel-rich environment. Jet-
like flames can be linked to individual or groups of coarse AP particles. The AP particles 
and jet-like flames were only individually distinguishable once the AP particles were 
larger than about 200 μm. Images can be seen in Figure 3.5(4)-(6).  
Flame height increased with AP particle size (Figure 3.6). As the average AP 
particle diameter increased, coarse particles began to burn together in group combustion. 
In this combustion mode, a single, tall flame forms above a group of coarse AP particles. 
Measured flame height data falls essentially on the same line regardless of the average 
particle size in the propellant, indicating that the flame height is dependent on the entire 
group diameter instead of on the diameters of the individual AP particles. Group diameter 
is calculated by summing the diameters of the individual AP particles in the group. 
Flames in Figure 3.6 may be assumed to be part of a group if the “Particle or Group 
Diameter” is significantly larger than the average particle size for a specific propellant. 
The flame height is dependent on group and not particle diameter as the particles in a 
group are burning together, acting as basically a single, very large particle. This is 
believed to occur in part due to the interaction between the leading-edge flames of 






large volumetric flow rate from the mass of coarse particles results in flames that are 
much taller than those of an individual AP particle. Table 3.2 shows the flame height 
equations and the R2 values of the fits of the trend lines. 
High speed microscopy of the burning monomodal propellants confirmed that the 
flame tendrils correspond to luminous diffusion flames between coarse oxidizer particles 
and large binder pockets on the propellant surface. Visual images of the burning 
propellants can be seen in Figure 3.7. The high luminosity in the propellants with coarser 
particles is caused by soot in the flame [72]. Based on observations made in the current 
 
Figure 3.6. Flame height as a function of AP particle or group diameter at 1 atm. Average 
particle diameters are (4) 219 μm, (5) 456 μm, and (6) 802 μm. 
Table 3.2. Flame height vs. particle or group diameter statistical values. 








219 6.75 0.14 0.65 
456 5.91 0.18 0.81 






study, there seems to be a binder pocket size limit below which luminous flames rarely 
occur. For the propellants with AP diameters less than about 150 μm it is much less likely 
that there will be large enough areas of binder to produce highly luminous tendril-like 
flames due to the packing efficiency of the small particle sizes [141]. To indirectly test 
this hypothesis, soot was collected from the gas phase of the propellant by sweeping a 
microscope slide through the flame at 1 atm. Propellants with 456 μm and 802 μm  
average particle diameters showed a high degree of soot formation, while the collectors 
for the other propellants did not have visible soot. The more premixed flames of the fine 
AP propellants lead to more complete combustion, while large oxidizer particle sizes 
slow or inhibit fuel and oxidizer mixing, leading to soot formation.  
The OH jets for single particles in the 1 atm PLIF images are located over the 
burning coarse particles, not necessarily where luminous flames are seen visually. In 
cases of group combustion, the OH concentrations extend over the involved AP particles. 
Figure 3.9 shows a diagram of the flame structures seen above AP composite propellants. 
Figure 3.9a shows jet-like flames above individual crystals. These flames are 
underventilated and burn in a fuel-rich atmosphere. Figure 3.9b shows a group 
 
Figure 3.7. Visible flame structures above composite propellants. The average particle 






combustion flame. This flame structure is also jet-like, but the oxidizer is provided by 
multiple coarse crystals burning together with a single flame. Flames such as those seen 
in Figure 3.9a-b typically occur at 1 atm, and flames such as those seen in Figure 3.9c-e 
are typically seen at elevated pressures. 
Flame structures observed with PLIF imaging at 5 atm are shown in Figure 3.8. In 
general, distinct flame sheets were not seen above propellants with fine AP (Figure 3.8-
1), and flame sheets above propellants with coarse AP were of the lifted, inverted, 
overventilated diffusion flame (IOF) type described in Refs. [65, 68, 69]. It is possible 
that there are flame sheets for the fine AP propellants similar to those seen at larger 
particle sizes and we do not have 
the spatial resolution required to 
see the structures. Additionally, as 
these propellants are fuel rich, it 
may be harder to achieve a region 
of overventilation large enough 
for the IOF to appear without 
 
Figure 3.8. Flame structures above monomodal 
propellants at 5 atm.  
 
Figure 3.9. Diffusion flame structures present in propellants: a) jet-like diffusion flames, 







having larger oxidizer pockets such as those provided by coarse oxidizer particles. At 
larger particle sizes the curved flame structure begins to be visible, and is well defined for 
the propellant with the largest coarse AP diameters.  
Flame structures observed above propellants with coarse AP particles were often 
arched, but rarely perfect arches. Figure 3.9c shows an example of a single-arch flame. 
Figure 3.9d shows an example of a double-arch flame, which differs from two single-arch 
flames as the double arches share a center leg. Finally, in Figure 3.9e a triple arch can be 
seen. The main characteristic point for this flame structure is the small center arch 
sandwiched between two taller arches. These flame structures were seen over the 
monomodal propellants. For example, in Figure 3.8-6a, an aspect of a double-arch flame 
is visible. In Figure 3.8-6b a normal arched flame is visible, but an extension of a 
different flame that was likely cut oddly by the laser sheet is also observed. Figure 3.8-6c 
shows a single arch flame. Flame structures and aspects of flame structures are discussed 
in more detail in Ref. [65]. The different flame structures are theorized to occur due to the 
3-dimensional inhomogeneous nature of the propellant surface and the resulting 
inhomogeneity of the gas phase. It is not possible at this point to tell how many coarse 
AP crystals are contributing to the arches, as the coarse crystals are often recessed 
beneath the propellant surface at this point.  
The lifted flame structures were not predicted or observed prior to work 
completed by Hedman et al. [68, 69]. The thin flame sheets visible in this work are not, 
as far as the author is aware, predicted by any computer simulations. Additionally, while 
the BDP model does predict diffusion flames, they are thought to only occur at pressures 






flames are thought to blanket the propellant surface. While the premixed flames are 
predominant for the propellants with smaller particle sizes, diffusion flames are readily 
visible experimentally for propellants with larger particle sizes. 
Though individual flame heights were widely scattered and are thought to depend 
on the diameter of the contributing oxidizer crystal or crystals, overall flame heights at 
elevated pressures were statistically equal at approximately 1.37 mm. Specific flame 
heights and standard deviations can be found in The overall flame heights at 5 atm are 
shown in Figure 3.10. Scatter in flame height can be explained by circumstances like 
group combustion and the laser sheet not passing directly through the center of the flame. 
This would indicate group combustion is playing some part in the flame height process as 
flame height is proportional to volumetric oxidizer flux, and the flux from individual 
particles is different for each particle size. The constant flame height at elevated pressures 
was also observed in a coarse-to-fine (C/F) AP particle study ratio where despite an 
increasing C/F ratio (and presumably an increase in group combustion/average effective 
particle diameter) the flame height reached an average value at elevated pressures, as will 
be discussed in Chapter 4 [142]. There is a wide scatter in the flame structure 
measurements, and we must conclude that there is much we do not know about how these 
flames form above the particles and the exact mechanism of group combustion. 
 
Table 3.3. Elevated flame pressure heights at 5 atm. 
Average Particle Diameter 
(μm) 
Average Flame Height 
(μm) 
219 1.41 ± 0.42 
456 1.30 ± 0.41 







3.4 Coarse Particle Burning Characteristics 
As the UV laser light causes the AP to fluoresce, we can not only look at flame 
structures but also at the coarse AP particle burning characteristics. Specifically, in the 
monomodal composite propellants, we examined the burning rates and lifetimes of the 
individual coarse AP particles that have diameters greater than 200 μm. In general, as 
might be expected, as the coarse particle size decreases, the burning rate increases and the 
lifetime is shorter. Lifetime and burning rate of individual coarse AP particles were only 
studied at 1 atm, as at elevated pressures the coarse particles tended to regress into the 
propellant surface and were thus not illuminated by the laser beam as has been observed 
previously for other formulations [143]. 
 
Figure 3.10. Monomodal propellant flame heights at 5 atm for propellants with large 






 Coarse Particle Lifetime 
 
Figure 3.11 shows coarse particle lifetime plotted as a function of particle size and 
propellant formulation. Particle lifetime was defined as the time between when the 
particle was first visible and the time at which it disappeared from the propellant surface. 
As shown, lifetime increases almost linearly with diameter. However, though the trend 
(i.e. slope of the line) is the same for all three propellants, the value at which it intercepts 
the y-axis is not. For example, a 500 μm particle in the 456 μm average AP diameter 
propellant would have a different (in this case shorter) lifetime than a similarly sized 
particle in the 802 μm average AP diameter propellant. The difference in particle lifetime 
between propellants indicates that particle environment is a factor in lifetime. 
Environmental factors may include the presence of primary flames as described by the 
BDP model as well as secondary diffusion flames. For the 219 μm average AP diameter 
propellant, where the flame heights are shorter, a particle might have a shorter lifetime 
than a similarly sized particle in the 456 μm average AP diameter propellant because the 
hot secondary diffusion flames from surrounding particles are closer to the propellant 
surface. The increased heat feedback will result in a faster burning rate. Additionally, as 
the propellants move farther from the premixed region due to larger particles, the hot 
regions of the flame will occur farther above the surface as the mixing distances across 
the particle surfaces are longer. The increased oxidizer flux due to the larger surface area 
of the particles will also lift the flame farther above the surface. The linear fit data and R2 








 Coarse Particle Burning Rate 
Coarse particle burning rate was defined as the maximum particle diameter 
divided by the time between when the particles began to burn (indicated by a decrease in 
particle diameter and/or the appearance of the diffusion flame over the particle) and when 
 
Figure 3.11. Coarse particle lifetime as a function of particle diameter and propellant at 1 
atm. Average particle sizes are 4) 219 μm, 5) 456 μm, and 6) 802 μm. 
Table 3.4. Coarse particle lifetime linear fit parameters. 
Average AP 







219 7.11 -0.05 0.51 
456 4.49 0.18 0.11 






the particle disappeared from the propellant surface. Individual particle burning rates are 
shown in Figure 3.12.  
Burning rates for the coarse particles in the propellant where the average particle 
diameter is 219 μm are higher than those in the propellants where the average coarse 
particle diameters are 456 μm and 802 μm. Statistically, the burning rates of the particles 
in the 456 μm average AP diameter propellant are faster on average than those in the 802 
μm average AP diameter propellant, though not by much (1.25 mm/s vs. 1.04 mm/s). The 
average burning rate for the coarse particles in the 219 μm average AP diameter 
propellant is 2.10 mm/s. Means and standard deviations are given in Table 3.5. It appears 
that for particles larger than about 400 μm diffusion distances have increased enough that 
the monopropellant flame drives the regression while for smaller particles the diffusion 
 
Figure 3.12. Burning rates of individual coarse AP particles at 1 atm. Average particle 






distances are short enough to allow the diffusion flame to play a more prominent role in 
burning rate. Individual particles below about 200 μm were not resolvable with the 
current experimental system. Scatter in the burning rate is expected to be caused in part 
by interaction between the AP particles. For example, if a particle is close to many other 
particles it may burn faster due to the influence of the many surrounding flames. If an AP 
particle is more isolated, on the other hand, there would be less heat feedback influencing 
the particle and the burning rate may be slower. Additionally, the laser sheet may not (in 
fact, probably will not) pass over the center of the particle and through the center of the 
flame, which will add to the scatter. 
No coarse AP particle burning rate measurements were made at elevated 
pressures as the particles tend to recess into the propellant surface. It is important to note 
that the AP particles in these propellants do not burn with a D2 law. The flame only 
covers one surface but does not surround the particle. It simply burns from the top to the 
bottom of the crystal. Burning time, therefore, is proportional to the ratio of particle 
diameter and burning rate. As particle burning rate is approximately constant with 
pressure, as shown here, burning time is approximately proportional to the diameter of 
the particle multiplied by a constant.  
Table 3.5. Coarse particle burning rate parameters. 
Average AP 
Particle  Diameter 
(μm) 




219 2.10 0.60 
456 1.25 0.36 






The linear relationship between particle lifetime and size may not hold up under 
other conditions. The addition of catalysts to the propellant causes the protruding particle 
shape to change from rounded to more triangular [65]. The change in particle shape may 
therefore cause a change in the relationship between particle lifetime and size. 
3.5 Conclusions 
Global burning rates were measured for AP propellants as a function of pressure 
and particle size to systematically quantify the effect of diffusional length scales in model 
AP composite propellants. Compared to solid AP pellet burning rate data, the large-
particle solid propellant burning rates were faster at low pressures; however, with 
increasing pressure the variation between burning rates decreased, yielding similar values 
in the AP self-deflagrating pressure regime.  This comparison suggests that for 
compositions having large AP particles, the burning rate is strongly affected by the AP 
monopropellant flame above the AP self-deflagration pressure.  Below the AP self-
deflagration pressure the burning process is sustained by the secondary diffusion flame.  
The burning rate data obtained will be useful in determining whether or not a fine 
AP/binder matrix lies in the premixed limit. As the question of whether or not the fine AP 
is in the premixed limit is important for a decreased computation time and code 
complexity, experimental data that validate previous models and that will help formulate 
new ones will help researchers as they move toward truly predictive simulations. The 
data will also be useful for ballisticians that design propellants for a specific pressure and 
burning rate. It is often desired to use the largest particle sizes possible for good 






tells us whether or not we will achieve all the benefits of a pseudo-premixed flame for 
faster burning.  
At 1 atm flames are premixed up to a certain particle diameter and larger particles 
form jet-like diffusion flames as seen using PLIF (Figure 3.5). Group combustion of 
particles takes place and taller flames are formed over groups than over individual AP 
particles. Luminous flames are seen visually, and appear to occur on the boundary 
between the AP and binder. At elevated pressures, the microscale flames lift off the 
surface as inverted overventilated diffusion flames. Knowledge of how microscale flame 
height and structure change with pressure and particle size enables validation of 
numerical simulations currently in use beyond validation of burning rate. The microscale 
flames associated with individual or small groups of AP particles were seen here 
experimentally, and these results can be compared with those obtained computationally. 
The observation that the average microscale flame height above a propellant is 
statistically constant (though with a wide scatter) justifies simplified modeling of the 
propellant. 
At 1 atm coarse particles were visible on the propellant surface and fluoresced 
under UV light. Analysis of particle lifetime and burning rates indicated that, as expected, 
smaller particles had faster burning rates than larger particles. It can be concluded that, 
for similarly sized particles, propellant environment mattered; AP particles in a propellant 
with larger (on average) particles tended to have longer lifetimes and slower burning 
rates than a similarly sized particle in a propellant with smaller particles. Experimental 
results indicate that AP particles experience a wide range of reaction rates due to 






proximity of the secondary diffusion flames. Flame heights, particle burning times, and 
particle ignition delays may be affected by interaction between the individual AP particle 
diffusion flames. Flame interaction can also lead to group combustion.  
The findings presented here are intended to enable modelers to validate the 
individual AP particle burning rates for improved predictive ability. Flame structure and 
burning rate characteristics from various models have been confirmed to be generally 
accurate. The data presented here also quantifies the flame structures in AP composites 






CHAPTER 4. VARYING THE COARSE-TO-FINE RATIO OF SOLID ROCKET 
PROPELLANTS 
4.1 Introduction 
The microscopic flame structure of a composite propellant is expected to change 
significantly as the particle size distribution is varied. One could expect more interaction 
between coarse particle flames at higher coarse-to-fine (C/F) ratios, and since many 
fielded propellants have higher C/F ratios, improved understanding of these interactions 
could lead to improved propellant modeling. Modelers have already incorporated the 
qualities of pseudo-premixed fine AP/binder matrix flames into computer models [83, 92, 
93, 123, 144]; however, the formation of large final diffusion flames above adjoining 
particles (group combustion) has not been specifically investigated and has never been 
directly observed previously. Although group combustion is evident in some modern 
simulations [130], there is no flame structure experimental data as a function of C/F 
ratios available for comparison. 
The distance between the coarse particles and the fine AP/binder matrix 
decomposition product temperature and composition affects the burning rate of the coarse 
particles.  For example, it is theorized that as the C/F ratio is decreased there is a greater 
distance between coarse particles on average. Also, as coarse particle concentration 






other particles, leading to decreased interaction between coarse crystal flames. It has been 
postulated that if there are enough coarse particles on the surface at a high enough 
pressure the LEF will close over the fine AP/binder matrix and blanket the surface, 
resulting in a more plateaued  (less sensitive to pressure) burning rate [94].  
The objective of this chapter is to discuss how C/F affects the in situ flame 
structure by using high-speed OH PLIF to image the final diffusion flames in AP 
composite propellants.  
4.2 Propellant Formulation 
Propellants in this study were 80% solids loading AP propellants with 400 μm coarse AP 
and 20 μm fine AP as described in Section 2.1.  Eight propellants were studied with 
coarse-to-fine ratios ranging from 1:16 (6% cAP) to 16:1 (94% cAP). A monomodal 











400 µm AP 
(wt%) 
20 µm AP 
(wt%) 
1 6 1:16 4.71 75.29 
2 20 1:4 16 64 
3 35 7:13 28 52 
4 43 17:23 34 46 
5 50 1:1 40 40 
6 63 5:3 50 30 
7 75 3:1 60 20 
8 94 16:1 75.29 4.71 






 Propellant C/F ratios were chosen over a period of time. The original C/F ratios 
were 7:13, 1:1 (baseline) and 3:1. Analysis of propellant data did not yield any changes in 
group flame heights, the original focus of this study, and so more extreme C/F ratios 
(1:16 and 16:1) were investigated. Further analysis of the data revealed interesting trends, 
and the rest of the propellants were added to fill in the gaps between the propellants 
already under investigation.  
4.3 Atmospheric Pressure Results  
At 1 atm the global burning rates were found to decrease with increasing C/F ratio 
as expected. The decrease can be seen in Figure 4.1 and the burning rates are listed in 
Table 4.2. As C/F ratio increases, the pseudo-premixed flame temperature decreases as 
the fine AP/binder matrix becomes more fuel rich. Widespread group combustion begins 
to occur due to the increasing percentage of coarse particles. While the coarse AP/binder 
final diffusion flame is hot, the heat release occurs farther above the surface than for the 
pseudo-premixed binder flame. Increased group combustion results in lower heat 
feedback to the surface and is a factor in reduced global burning rates and changed 










Figure 4.1. Burning rates of propellants at 1 atm. Burning rates are plotted against % 
coarse AP in the propellant. 
Table 4.2. Global burning rate and individual coarse AP particles burning data at 1 atm. 



















6 1.35 ± 0.25 4.43 ± 0.73 0.23 ± 0.07 0.34 ± 0.09 0.53 ± 0.06 
20 1.25 ± 0.21  4.16 ± 1.05 0.24 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.06 0.51 ± 0.08 
35 1.16 ± 0.21 3.49 ± 0.83  0.31 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.11 
43 1.11 ± 0.12 3.86 ± 0.92 0.24 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.05 
50 1.11 ± 0.20 4.35 ± 1.13  0.23 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.05 
63 0.99 ± 0.11 3.51 ± 0.48  0.29 ± 0.08 0.41 ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.05 
75 0.94 ± 0.16 3.85 ± 0.61 0.30 ± 0.08 0.41 ± 0.09  0.42 ± 0.06  
94 0.84 ± 0.15 3.27 ± 0.49 0.27 ± 0.06 0.39 ± 0.07 0.53 ± 0.08 






 Coarse AP Crystal Ignition Delay, Lifetime, and Burning Rate 
Particle lifetime varied slightly with C/F ratio. Two groups of particle lifetimes 
were observed. The 6%, 20%, 43%, 50%, and 100 cAP% propellants had the same 
particle lifetimes to within a 95% confidence level, as did the 35%, 63%, 75%, and 94% 
cAP propellants (Table 4.2). Several factors affect coarse particle lifetime. Among these 
are the pseudo-premixed flame temperature, the height of the diffusion flames above the 
propellant surface, the distance between coarse crystals, and the leading-edge flames 
(LEF). 
The shorter particle lifetimes of the lower C/F propellants can be attributed in part 
to the hot pseudo-premixed flame temperature (temperature of the burning fine AP/binder 
matrix). The premixed flame temperature increases with increasing fine AP content 
(Table 4.3). The fine AP/binder matrix flame temperatures were found with the NASA 
Chemical Equilibrium Analysis (CEA) code (neglects coarse particles in calculation).  
Interaction distances were calculated from a correlation in Ref. [21].The pseudo-
Table 4.3. Propellant matrix data.  
Propellant 
% cAP 









Coarse Particles  
(μm) 
6 2167 2.52 650 
20 1870 2.97 298 
35 1466 3.65 179 
43 1267 4.13 143 
50 1129 4.74 114 
63 1085 6.33 78 
75 1032 9.54 49 
94 900 40.35 17 






premixed flame is stabilized close to the surface, supplying heat to the coarse AP 
particles.   
As the amount of fine AP in the propellant decreases, the pseudo-premixed flame 
becomes more fuel rich and cooler. The diffusion flame structure above the coarse 
particles becomes more important as a result. The increasing dominance of the diffusion 
flame structure means a larger percentage of the heat release occurs farther from the 
surface, causing a reduced heat flux to the coarse AP and, consequently, a longer lifetime. 
Additionally, as the amount of coarse AP in the propellant increases, it becomes more 
likely that multiple coarse AP crystals will burn together in group combustion. In group 
combustion, instead of many short diffusion flames forming above individual coarse AP 
crystals, a single tall diffusion flame is formed above the group of coarse AP crystals. 
The taller flame will provide even less heat feedback to the propellant surface than the 
short jet-like diffusion flames as heat release occurs further from the surface. 
Leading-edge flames occur at the edges of the coarse AP crystals when AP 
monopropellant flame products mix and burn with binder decomposition products. The 
LEF are hot and occur close to the propellant surface. As the C/F ratio increases and the 
coarse crystals become closer together, the LEF above one AP crystal are more able to 
heat adjoining AP crystals, increasing decomposition rate. Coarse crystal heating from 
LEF may replace, at least in part, the heating previously occupied by the pseudo-
premixed flame as the C/F ratio increases.  
In the current study, the 35% cAP propellant may have long particle lifetimes as 
the pseudo-premixed flame temperature is relatively low and the coarse particles are not 






coarse particles. The 63, 75, and 94% cAP propellants may have longer particle lifetimes 
than the 50 and 100% cAP propellants in part because the pseudo-premixed flame 
temperature is lower than that of the 50% cAP propellant and the coarse particles are 
farther apart than those in the 100% cAP propellant. The increased heat flux to the 
surface from coarse particle LEF interactions are not enough to make up the difference in 
pseudo-premixed flame temperature and decreased heat flux from the final diffusion 
flames.  
Though the pseudo-premixed flame temperature and LEF interactions are 
expected to strongly affect coarse particle lifetimes and ignition delays, there are no 
doubt additional factors in play; the trends are not simple and therefore the combustion 
mechanisms are expected to be similarly complex. Other factors affecting coarse particle 
lifetime (not investigated here) could include coarse AP particle purity, size and shape, 
whether the particle is fully coated with binder or not, and whether the fine AP in the 
propellant is locally evenly distributed, as is assumed. Areas in the fine AP/binder matrix 
with local excesses of fine AP will burn hotter than the standard fine AP/binder matrix, 
and the opposite is true with a local deficiency of fine AP. 
At 1 atm the coarse AP particles do not immediately ignite when they appear at 
the propellant surface, as indicated visually by the lack of OH signal and a constant 
particle diameter [67]. The observed delay between particle appearance and ignition 
varies with C/F ratio as shown in Table 4.2. The ignition delay is influenced by a number 
of factors including the percentage of fine AP, proximity of the coarse particles to one 
another, and the flame temperature of the pseudo-premixed flame. As the C/F ratio 






coarse particle in an increasingly fuel-rich dirty binder. Despite the closer proximity and 
potential for increased interaction between the coarse crystal LEF, ignition delay is 
observed to increase as the pseudo-premixed flame temperature decreases. The 
compounding effects of a decreased pseudo-premixed flame temperature and large 
distances between coarse particles contribute to long ignition delays and particle lifetimes 
for the 35% cAP propellant. In contrast, the 20% cAP propellant has a hotter pseudo-
premixed flame and the 43% cAP propellant has coarse particles that are closer together, 
both effects resulting in a shorter ignition delay than the 35% cAP propellant. 
The distance between two coarse crystals is here called the interaction distance. It 
is difficult to calculate this distance in the solid rocket propellant due to the random 
nature of the AP particle shapes, sizes, and packing. A representative interaction distance 
was calculated from a model given by Price et al. [21]. In this model, the AP particles are 
assumed to be hexagonal arrays of spheres with the space between filled by the fine 
AP/binder matrix. The calculated interaction distance given in Table 4.3 is the least 
distance between the spheres. For the 35% cAP propellant the interaction distance is 
about 180 μm, nearly half the diameter of a coarse AP particle. Large distances between 
coarse AP particles (low C/F ratio) inhibit the ability of the particles to crosstalk - that is, 
to support each other in combustion - and limit the preheating effect of coarse particle 
flames on nearby coarse particles. For higher C/F ratios, on the other hand, as the coarse 
particles have a higher probability of being in close proximity, the hot leading-edge 
flames contribute heat flux to adjoining particles in addition to that from the final 






Since the coarse crystals were visible on the propellant surface at low pressures, 
their burning rates could be measured. Burning rate was calculated by dividing the 
maximum observed particle size by the burning time, the difference between particle 
lifetime and ignition delay. The burning rates for the propellants were very similar. 
Coarse particles in some propellants, notably the 6, 20, and 50% cAP propellants, had 
somewhat faster burning rates than those in the 35, 63, and 94% cAP propellants, which 
had slightly slower burning rates. The 43, 75, and 100% cAP propellants fell between the 
two trends. Scatter for the burning rate measurements was large; however, this is to be 
expected as the coarse particle burning rate will be highly affected by small variations in 
local propellant surface morphology. For example, if LEFs from other coarse particles are 
impinging on the coarse particle being investigated, the burning rate will be different 
from a coarse particle that is more isolated. 
 Flame Structure and Height 
Flame structures seen in this study are similar to those seen in the monomodal 
propellant study (Figure 3.9). At one atmosphere jet-like diffusion flames (Figure 3.9a) 
are seen for all C/F ratios, similar to those observed previously [67-70]. The dashed line 
is located just below the surface.  The red objects in the image are the protruding coarse 
AP particles. These flames are underventilated diffusion flames as they are formed from 
an oxidizer jet issuing into a fuel-rich region. Flame structure above the 20% cAP 
propellant is shown in Figure 4.2. Other propellants were visually similar, but with closer 
particle spacing. Note that coarse crystals are visible on the surface with large 






Flame heights reported are peak flame heights 
and were typically measured shortly after particle 
ignition. Due to difficulty in determining whether 
particles larger than 550 μm were single large 
particles or groups of small particles, only particle 
sizes between 250 and 550 μm in diameter were 
analyzed for individual particle flame height. The 
flame heights are given in Table 4.2. Flame height 
above individual AP crystals was not observed to 
vary significantly with C/F ratio. This is not unexpected. As all particles were 
approximately the same diameter and had approximately the same burning rate, oxidizer 
mass flux and therefore flame heights will be very similar for individual coarse crystals 
across all propellants.  
Group combustion is defined in the droplet combustion field as multiple particles 
burning with a common flame [145]. An analogous 
phenomenon was observed here for most of the propellants 
at atmospheric pressures, especially as C/F ratio increased. 
The 6% cAP propellant was not considered as there were 
very few particle groups observed above 550 μm, and none 
above 750 μm. Many of the final diffusion flames for two 
or more AP particles in close proximity were observed to 
merge. Instead of several final diffusion flames of typical 
height appearing over the individual particles, one much 
 
Figure 4.2. Jet-like diffusion 
flames above the propellant with 
20% cAP.   
 
Figure 4.3. Group 







taller flame would span the group of particles (Figure 3.9b, Figure 4.3). Note that for both 
individual crystal and group combustion we can see what flames are associated with 
which crystals as the coarse AP protrudes above the propellant surface at 1 atm. 
When coarse particles burn together they appear to behave effectively as a single 
larger particle. Crystal group diameter was defined as the sum of the diameters of the 
coarse crystals located immediately underneath the merged group diffusion flame. The 
flame height was found to be dependent on crystal group diameter for all propellants for 
which group combustion was observed. Group combustion will increase the oxidizer 
volumetric flow rate due to the large number of oxidizer particles participating in the 
combustion. From basic diffusion flame theory, as oxidizer volumetric flow rate 
increases so does flame height [146, 147].  Group combustion is significant because taller 
flames lead to lower heat feedback that results in a reduced burning rate. 
Figure 4.4 shows flame height plotted against crystal group diameter. From this 
figure it can be seen that larger crystal group diameters result in taller flames. Group 
flame height did not vary with C/F ratio, with the exception of the 63% cAP propellant. 
This propellant exhibited taller flames than the rest of the propellants. The reason for the 
taller flames for this particular propellant is not known. A possible explanation may 
related to the coarse crystal burning rate in the 63% cAP propellant. Though coarse 
crystal lifetime is the same as for the other propellants, the coarse crystal burning rate is 
higher than that of propellants with similar C/F ratios. An increased coarse crystal 
burning rate would indicate an increase in oxidizer volumetric flow rate. The group 
flames in the 63% cAP propellant may be taller than those of the other propellants as 






As the crystal group diameter increases, the scatter in the flame height increases 
as well. This can be in part attributed to variability in the configuration of groups of 
particles and due to the fact that some of the crystals in the group will not be visible to 
the 2D laser sheet. No two crystal groups will be configured the same way. For example, 
in some groups the AP crystals may be more tightly packed than in others, or not 
distributed in a circular fashion. If there is a higher percentage of coarse AP in a given 
group and less of the fine AP/binder matrix, the volumetric flow rate of oxidizer will be 
higher, and the flame heights will be as well. This also indicates that there is some 
minimal interaction distance for the crystals to be able to interact with each other. Linear 
fit parameters for these propellants are given in Table 4.4. 
 
 







4.4 Elevated Pressures 
Global burning rates were measured at pressures from 1 atm to 12.4 MPa and the 
burning rate coefficients and exponents were determined with Saint-Robert’s burning rate 
law fit. The burning rate coefficients and 
exponents are listed in Table 4.5 and the 
burning rates are shown in Figure 4.5. 
Note that the burning rate exponent n is 
higher for the propellants that contained a 
larger percentage of fine AP but becomes 
nearly constant as the percent of coarse 
AP increases. There appears to be a 
minimum in pressure exponent around the 
94% cAP propellant. 
Table 4.4. Linear fit parameters for flame heights at 1 atm. 






6 0.41 0.34 0.24 
20 0.67 0.09 0.77 
35 0.47 0.24 0.54 
43 0.89 0.03 0.79 
50 0.71 0.20 0.80 
63 0.88 0.04 0.76 
75 0.52 0.45 0.23 
94 0.85 0.02 0.78 
100 0.77 0.12 0.86 
Table 4.5. Saint-Robert's burning rate law fit 
parameters where rb = a·P
n. Pressure is in 




6 4.88 ± 0.23 0.54 ± 0.04 
20 3.87 ± 0.08 0.50 ± 0.01 
35 3.41 ± 0.13 0.49 ± 0.02 
43 3.10 ± 0.08 0.46 ± 0.01 
50 2.77 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.01 
63 2.60 ± 0.06 0.42 ± 0.01 
75 2.17 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.01 
94 1.96 ± 0.05 0.37 ± 0.01 






For propellants with a large amount of coarse crystals, the pressure-sensitive AP 
monopropellant burning rate overtakes the fine AP/binder burning rate as pressure 
increases [83, 95, 148]. The coarse particles will generally recess into the binder and are 
no longer visible on the surface. It is not typically possible to determine if specific flames 
are associated with certain coarse AP crystals. Flame structures for most propellants 
considered here are observed to change from a jet-like diffusion flame to a lifted arched 
inverted overventilated diffusion flame as pressure is increased to 0.3 MPa. At elevated 
pressures jet-like flames are sometimes seen, especially at low C/F ratios. However, more 
often arched diffusion flames are seen. Unlike the thick reaction zone located above an 
AP crystal of the jet-like flame, the arched flame sheet is lifted, thin and curved. Three 
types of curved flame structures are generally seen. First are single arches, as depicted in 
Figure 3.9c. These arches are typically taller than jet-like flames. The second type of 
curved flame structure is a double arch as seen in Figure 3.9d. While two single arches 
 






can be located immediately adjacent to 
one another, they differ from a double 
arch in that the double arch flames 
share a center leg. The last main 
category of arched flame structure is 
the triple arch. This structure consists 
of two tall arches flanking a shorter 
center arch as seen in Figure 3.9e. 
Larger flame complexes can be made up of any combination of the above flame 
structures. Often the full flame structure is not seen because of the way the laser sheet 
intersects the flame; in this case, different aspects of the flame structures can be seen. 
However, these aspects can be traced back to be parts of the lifted flame structures. 
Experimental images of the typical lifted flame structures can be seen in Figure 
4.6 for the 20% cAP propellant (Figure 4.6a) and the 63% cAP propellant (Figure 4.6b-d) 
at 0.5 MPa. Figure 4.6a shows a jet-like diffusion flame, and Figure 4.6b-c show lifted 
arched flames. Figure 4.6d shows part of the structure of a triple arch flame where two 
tall arches share legs with a center, shorter third arch. The dashed line is just below the 
surface of the propellant. 
Lifted arched flames are not typically seen at pressures below about 0.3 MPa [68]. 
Pressure is not the only factor determining whether a flame is lifted. Lifted IOF occur 
when coarse AP particles burn fast enough relative to the surrounding fine AP/binder 
matrix, creating a pocket of excess oxidizer. The region above the coarse crystals 
becomes locally overventilated, causing the fuel and oxidizer to mix and burn farther 
 
Figure 4.6. Flame structure above the 20% cAP 







above the propellant surface than at 1 atm [69]. In a region with many coarse particles, 
the local oxidizer-rich situation would be more likely to occur, as is observed for 
propellants with high C/F ratios. Propellants with 50-100% cAP displayed mostly lifted 
flames and few jet-like flames. For the 6, 20, and 35% cAP propellants, which contain 
very few coarse particles suspended in a sea of fines, lifted arched flames were seldom 
observed and jet-like flames are the norm. The high temperature pseudo-premixed flame 
propagates relatively fast for these cases, which tends to keep the propellant flames 
underventilated and anchored to the surface.  
The 43% cAP propellant displayed a combination of lifted and jet-like flames at 
0.5 MPa. Flame heights for the propellants are shown in Figure 4.7 and are tabulated in 
Table 4.6. The shift from jet- like to lifted flames is clearly visible with the increase in  
 
 







flame height between the lower C/F ratio propellants (6-35% cAP) and the higher C/F 
ratio propellants (50-100% cAP). The shift in flame structure is also apparent visually. 
The large scatter in flame heights above the surface of the 43% cAP propellant is due to 
the frequent appearance of both jet-like diffusion flames (closer to the surface) and lifted 
flame structures (further from the surface). The arched flame structures in the 43% cAP 
propellant may occur for some coarse crystals when the LEF of adjoining crystals 
provide the necessary heat flux to increase the kinetics and induce overventilation. On the 
other hand, coarse particles located in a depression or surrounded by binder flow may be 
isolated such that jet-like flames form. The accumulation of binder on the propellant 
surface may cause the fine AP to play a less significant role than it does at lower 
pressures [95] and may separate the coarse particles such that not enough oxidizer is 
available to lift the flow. The low pseudo-premixed flame temperature and coarse particle 
spacing may also affect the flame structure, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. The change in 
diffusion flame height and structure with coarse-to-fine ratio had not been previously 
observed nor, as far as the authors are aware, predicted. 
Table 4.6. Average flame heights and standard deviations at 0.5 MPa. 
% coarse AP 
Flame height 
(mm) 
6 0.49 ± 0.10 
20 0.56 ± 0.14  
35 0.70 ± 0.26 
43 1.25 ± 0.66 
50 1.62 ± 0.39 
63 1.36 ± 0.48 
75 1.53 ± 0.37 
94 1.45 ± 0.44 






Lifted flame height is defined as the distance between the propellant surface and 
the top of the lifted flame at the point where the flame is no longer distinguishable from 
the surrounding signal, using the same intensity threshold value as for the jet flames 
(Figure 2.5b). Flame heights for the jet-like flames at elevated pressures were equal at 
0.52 ± 0.11 mm. This is about the same as the average flame height for jet-like flames at 
1 atm (0.48 ± 0.13 mm). The arched flames, on the other hand, exhibited more varied 
flame heights. The arched flames were shorter for the 6-35% cAP propellants, at 1.03 ± 
0.38 mm, compared to the 43-100% cAP propellants, which had an average flame height 
of 1.55 ± 0.48 mm. Note that it was impossible to see how many crystals were associated 
with the arched flames at elevated pressures. For the higher C/F ratio propellants it is 
feasible, and perhaps more than likely, that there were multiple crystals contributing to 
the flame. 
The similarity in the jet-like flame heights may indicate that, for these flames, 
height is mostly a function of the coarse oxidizer size. As all propellants tested share a 
mean coarse oxidizer size, jet-like flame heights may be expected to be about equal. It 
cannot be determined with the present methods whether or not more than one particle is 
contributing to the lifted flame because the particles cannot be observed. Multiple 
contributing particles may result in the taller arched flame heights for the 43-100% cAP 
propellants compared to those in the 6-35% cAP propellants. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Large percentages of fine AP in a propellant lead to faster global burning rates 






diffusion assumes a larger role in the flame structure, decreasing the overall heat 
feedback to the surface as the tall diffusion flame releases heat farther from the surface. 
The smaller net heat flux to the surface tends to lower the global burning rate. When 
there is a large fraction of coarse particles in the propellant, coarse particles are more 
likely to burn in a group combustion mode, decreasing burning rate still further as the tall 
group flame releases heat well above the surface. 
The ignition delays and lifetimes for coarse AP particles vary slightly as a 
function of C/F ratio at 1 atm. Generally speaking, as C/F ratio increases, coarse AP 
particle lifetime increases. This can be correlated in part to the combined effects of the 
pseudo-premixed flame temperature decreasing and the increasing prevalence of group 
combustion causing heat release to be farther from the propellant surface. Ignition delay 
increases as the percentage of fine AP in the binder decreases. Though the coarse 
particles become closer together, experimental evidence suggests that the hot leading-
edge flames do not provide the heating rate that the pseudo-premixed flame does, leading 
to an overall longer ignition delay. Though ignition delay changes with C/F ratio, the 
percent of life spent in ignition delay stays approximately constant at about 70% for all 
propellants due to the interaction between the pseudo-premixed fine AP/binder matrix 
flame and the leading-edge flames from the individual coarse AP particles. 
At 1 atm the flame structures are observed to be uniformly jet-like for both 
individual and groups of particles. Individual coarse particle flame height stays fairly 
constant across C/F ratios. The height of the flames causes the heat release to occur 






group combustion are taller and extend across multiple particles. For all C/F ratios, group 
flame height increases with group diameter. 
At 0.5 MPa, lifted arched inverted overventilated diffusion flames begin to be 
observed. For the 6-35% cAP propellants, which had the highest percentage of fine AP, 
the fine AP/binder matrix receded faster than the coarse AP, jet-like flames were still 
preferred, and very few lifted flames were observed. However, as the percentage of fine 
AP decreased, the coarse particles began to regress faster than the binder, causing a local 
transient excess in oxidizer flux which resulted in lifted arched IOF [69]. The frequency 
of jet-like flame observations decreased as C/F ratio increased. Flame height was 
observed to vary with C/F ratio for the arched flames; the 6-35% cAP propellants 
exhibited shorter flames on average than the propellants with 43-100% cAP. Jet-like 
flame height was constant for all propellants for which jet-like flames were observed. The 
data presented is the first in situ measurement of flame structure in an AP composite 







CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECTS OF ENCAPUSLATED NANOCATALYSTS ON THE 
COMBUSTION OF SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
5.1 Introduction 
Ballistic properties of ammonium perchlorate composite propellants can be tailored 
by changing the AP particle size. Decreasing the AP particle diameter increases 
propellant burning rate; however, decreasing the particle diameter past a certain point no 
longer provides a burning rate increase and can cause processing problems and safety 
concerns during grain manufacture [11, 96, 119]. In addition to the dependence on 
particle size, burning rates and ballistic properties of AP composite propellants may be 
modified by the use of various additives, including catalysts. Iron oxide (Fe2O3) is an 
attractive catalyst as it is relatively non-toxic, easy to manufacture, and is a good burning 
rate modifier at rocket pressures. The burning rate modifications provided by iron oxide 
are high, well-characterized, and reproducible [11, 18, 70, 84, 98-106]. In solid rocket 
propellants, nano-sized catalysts are expected to be more effective than their micron-
sized counterparts due to their higher surface area and increased contact with the 
oxidizer.  However, propellant processing becomes more difficult and ultimate 
mechanical properties can be negatively impacted as catalyst size is reduced. 
Catalysis is a surface phenomenon. As such, the catalyst becomes more effective as 







catalyst percentage can increase the number of catalysis sites and therefore burning 
rate, but after a certain catalyst percentage there is no increase in burning rate, and 
propellant performance decreases due to the larger percentage of an inert ingredient 
[107, 108]. Catalyst efficacy also increases as the catalyst size decreases due to the 
larger number reaction sites available for the same catalyst mass percentage [18, 70, 
98-100]. The large total surface area of the fine catalyst particles, however, can lead 
to an increase in propellant mix viscosity. If the propellant mix viscosity becomes too 
high, propellant grain casting becomes unfeasible, as has been seen in propellant 
mixes with large amounts of fine AP [96, 109, 119]. 
 Ideally the catalysts would be put in direct contact with the AP crystals 
instead of (as is conventional practice) added to the binder. There have been a few 
reports in the literature of methods that cause the catalyst or dopant to be in direct 
physical contact with the AP crystals [19, 101, 110-113]. Encapsulation of iron oxide 
has been achieved in our group by rapidly crystalizing the AP in the presence of 
nanoscale catalyst particles that act as nucleation sites [19]. Although the modified 
particles have been well characterized, they had not been formulated in a propellant 
and characterized for combustion modification prior to this study.  
The objectives of this chapter are to determine how global burning rate 
changes with the catalyst size and location, particularly between a propellant with 
nano-sized catalyst mixed directly and a propellant with the catalyst encapsulated in 
the fine AP. This will be done using high-speed OH planar laser-induced fluorescence 







5.2 Global Burning Rates 
 Burning rates for the baseline propellant (Baseline), propellant with micron-
sized catalyst (Micron), propellant with nano-sized catalyst (Nano), and propellant 
with the encapsulated catalyst (Encapsulated) are shown in Figure 5.1, and burning 
rate coefficients and pressure exponents of the propellants are listed in Table 5.1. The 
error bars in Figure 5.1 indicate the largest and smallest observed burning rates at 
each pressure. For the baseline and micron-catalyzed propellant the burning rate 
exponent is the same and is greater than the exponents of the nano-catalyzed and 
encapsulated catalyst propellants. The exponents of the propellants with nanocatalysts 
are similar, but not exactly the same. The change in the burning rate exponent as the 
iron oxide catalyst goes from micron to nano-sized has been observed previously 
[103, 149]. The exponent decrease is attributed to the ability of the nano-sized 
catalyst to enhance burning rate even at low pressures.  
 







In the current study, the percent 
increases in burning rate between the 
baseline and catalyzed propellants are nearly 
the same at 0.6 and 0.7 MPa (46%, 67%, and 
90% for the micron-catalyzed, nano-
catalyzed, and encapsulated catalyst 
propellants, respectively). However, at 0.4 
MPa, the micron-sized catalyst has a burning rate increase of about 40% over that of 
the baseline propellant, while at the same pressure the nano-catalyzed propellants 
have over twice the burning rate of the baseline propellant. The increase of the nano-
catalyzed propellant burning rates over the baseline propellant burning rate is 
therefore higher at the lower pressure than the increase in the micron-catalyzed 
propellant burning rate at the lower pressure. 
The baseline propellant consistently had the lowest burning rate of the 
propellants at the pressures observed. The burning rate was on average 73% of that of 
the propellant with the micron-sized catalyst, 60% of that of the propellant with the 
nano-sized catalyst, and 52% of that of the propellant with the encapsulated catalyst. 
Adding any catalyst provided the largest step increase in burning rate over the 
baseline propellant (37%). Changing the catalyst diameter in the propellant from 53 
µm to 3 nm caused a further 25% increase in burning rate, and encapsulating the 
nano-sized catalyst in the fine oxidizer crystals increased the burning rate by 15% 
over the nano-catalyzed propellant. This clearly indicates that encapsulating the 
catalyst inside the oxidizer has benefits over adding the same catalyst to the binder. 
Table 5.1. Burning rate coefficients 
and pressure exponents of the different 
propellants. Vieille’s law is used 
where rb = A·p








At 1 atm the combustion of the baseline and micron-catalyzed propellants 
resulted in very few observed coarse (~400 µm) AP particles ejected from the 
propellant surface and the fine AP/binder matrix was quite visible. For the nano-
catalyzed propellants – either mixed in with the binder or encapsulated in the oxidizer 
– many coarse AP particles were observed to be ejected from the surface. High-speed 
images of the burning propellant surfaces at 1 atm can be seen in Figure 5.2. For the 
baseline propellant (Figure 5.2(a)) the coarse crystals are visible and embedded in a 
sea of fine crystals. Figure 
5.2(b) shows the encapsulated 
catalyst propellant. The fine 
AP/binder matrix is not 
resolved, and the coarse 
crystals protrude much more 
above the propellant surface. 
This is due to the catalysts greatly affecting the local regression of the fine AP and 
binder relative to the coarse particles. The micron-catalyst propellant looked very 
similar to the baseline propellant and the nano-catalyzed propellant looked 
qualitatively very similar to the encapsulated catalyst propellant at all pressures. 
The PLIF imaging revealed that, for all catalyzed propellants, protrusion of 
the coarse crystals decreased as pressure increased. The coarse crystals in the 
encapsulated catalyst propellant were still quite visible above the propellant surface at 
the highest pressure studied (0.7 MPa). Conversely, the coarse crystals in the baseline 
propellant had almost universally receded below the propellant surface at 0.4 MPa, 
 
Figure 5.2. Propellant burning surface visualization at 1 








the lowest of the elevated pressures studied. For an uncatalyzed propellant, the coarse 
crystal burning rate increases more quickly with pressure than that of the fine 
AP/binder matrix as the coarse particle burning rate is more dependent on the 
monopropellant flame, which in turn is highly pressure dependent.  
One of the roles of the catalyst is to cause the fine AP/binder decomposition 
rate to increase, resulting in an increased burning rate of the fine AP/binder matrix. 
As the fine AP/binder matrix burns away the coarse crystals will protrude. If the 
matrix burning rate is fast enough there will not be enough binder to hold the coarse 
AP crystals to the surface and they will be ejected. This was seen with all catalyzed 
propellants, but especially the nano-catalyzed and encapsulated catalysts propellants. 
The number of coarse crystals ejected from the surfaces of the nano-catalyst and 
encapsulated catalyst propellants decreased as pressure increased. This is as expected, 
as a pressure increase will result in an increase in the AP monopropellant kinetics and 
the coarse AP crystal burning rate will begin to catch back up to the fine AP/binder 
burning rate.  
5.3 Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence Results 
 Flame Structure 
 Two types of flame structures were observed, jet-like flame structures and 
arched flame structures. The jet-like flames were frequently visible at low pressures 
for all propellants. As pressure increased, the flame structure began to transition 
towards the arched flame structure for the baseline, micron-, and nano-catalyzed 







at 0.6 and 0.7 MPa, but for this propellant the majority of the observed flames were 
jet-like for all pressures investigated.  
The arched flames can be described as lifted inverted overventilated diffusion 
flames, a flame structure that occurs when there is a local oxidizer mass flux large 
enough to lift the flame. For all the propellants considered, at 1 atm the flame 
structure is jet-like as the fine AP/binder matrix is locally receding faster than the 
coarse crystals for all cases. As pressure increases to 0.4 MPa, the monopropellant 
pressure dependence causes the coarse crystals in the baseline propellant to locally 
burn faster than the surrounding fine AP/binder matrix, resulting in lifted IOF as seen 
in previous work [68, 69]. The catalyzed propellants, though they may exhibit a few 
lifted flames, are in general still in the jet-like flame region at this pressure. The rapid 
regression of the fine AP/binder matrix caused by the catalyst makes local 
overventilation, and therefore arched flames, less likely to occur at this pressure.  
At 0.6 MPa the micron- and nano-catalyzed propellants begin to exhibit many 
arched flames. At this point the coarse AP monopropellant rate is becoming 
comparable to the fine AP/binder matrix burning rate, enabling local overventilation 
in the gas phase. However, even at 0.7 MPa, the majority of the microscale flames 
over the encapsulated catalyst propellant are jet-like as the fine AP/binder matrix still 
burns very rapidly. At this point the other propellants are observed to primarily 
exhibit lifted arched flames.  
The jet-like flames at elevated pressures were not unexpected due to the rapid 
regression of the fine AP/binder matrix, though the extent to which they occur was 








leading-edge flames (LEF - primary flames in the Beckstead-Derr-Price model of 
combustion [122]). The LEF are closer to the surface, causing the burning rate 
increase. The arched flames are lifted, and their LEF will therefore be further from 
the surface than the LEF from the jet-like flames. Though undoubtedly not the sole 
cause of the faster burning rate of the catalyzed propellants – at some point pressure 
will cause flame standoff to be negligible – it is interesting to note this phenomenon 
at the relatively low pressures studied here with PLIF imaging. 
At 1 atm all the propellants had about the same flame heights (Figure 5.3). 
Flame height is the average of all flames for a given propellant at the specified 
 
Figure 5.3. Flame heights of the (1) baseline, (2) micron-catalyzed, (3) nano-








pressure. Error bars show standard error of the mean. Table 5.2 gives the flame 
heights and standard deviations. For a given pressure above 1 atm, the flame heights 
of the jet-like flames were the same for all propellants. Arched flames were in general 
much taller than jet-like flames. The baseline propellant transitions from jet-like 
flames to arched flames at a lower pressure than the other propellants – the vast 
majority of the flames are arched at 0.4 MPa. There is no statistical variation in flame 
heights for the baseline propellant at the pressures studied above 1 atm. For the 
micron- and nano-catalyzed propellants, the arched flames become more prevalent at 
elevated pressures and flame heights become taller than those at 1 atm. The 
encapsulated catalyst propellant, on the other hand, has constant flame heights at 
pressures above 1 atm, as there were fewer arched flames observed than for the other 
propellants.  It is interesting to note that the flames are taller at 0.6 MPa than 0.7 MPa 
for the micron-catalyzed propellant. This may be due to the catalyst increasing the 
burning rate of the coarse crystals at 0.6 MPa, but perhaps the catalytic effect of the 
micron-catalyst is not enough to overcome the retarding effect of pressure on flame 
height at 0.7 MPa. 
Figure 5.4 shows flame heights for the nano-catalyzed propellant at different 
pressures. Closed symbols represent jet-like flames and open symbols represent 
arched flames. Note that no arched flames were observed at 0.4 MPa for this 




 1 atm 4.4 atm 5.8 atm  7.1 atm 
Baseline 0.52 ± 0.11 1.67 ± 0.50 1.64 ± 0.72 1.58 ± 0.44 
Micron 0.43 ± 0.09 0.52 ± 0.08 1.36 ± 0.72 1.13 ± 0.47 
Nano 0.41 ± 0.10 0.50 ± 0.11 0.85 ± 0.41 1.37 ± 0.40 








propellant. Flame height is plotted against crystal or dark zone diameter. The dark 
zone measurement refers to the fact that crystals are typically not visible beneath 
arched flames at elevated pressures. From this figure it can be seen that jet-like 
flames are in general much shorter than the lifted, arched flames. It is also evident 
that the number of lifted flames for the nano-catalyzed propellant increases as 
pressure is increased. For the encapsulated catalyst propellant, the majority of the 
flames were of the short, jet-like type that sit close to the surface, with very few lifted 
flames observed. It is postulated that the difference between the flame types is a cause 
of the difference between burning rates, as the taller flames over the nano-catalyzed 
propellants will result in lower heat feedback to the propellant surface. We 
acknowledge however, that this is probably not the only cause; the system is complex 
and the causes will be as well. 
 
Figure 5.4. Flame heights for the nano-catalyzed propellant as a function of particle 











 Coarse AP Crystal Parameters 
A convenient feature of OH PLIF on AP composite propellants is that the 
fluorescence of AP under UV illumination enables visualization of coarse crystals, 
and therefore measurements of time-dependent crystal size, in addition to flame 
structures. We will present and discuss measured coarse crystal lifetimes and burning 
rates for all the propellants at 0.1, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.7 MPa in this section.  
At 1 atm, coarse crystals in the baseline propellant had measurably longer 
lifetimes than those in the catalyzed propellants, primarily due to a longer ignition 
delay. Ignition delay is the amount of time the crystal spends on the propellant 
surface before it begins to burn. It has been observed previously that at 1 atm one 
function of catalysts is to lower ignition delay by lowering the AP decomposition 
temperature [70, 99, 107]. It was not surprising, therefore, that the coarse crystals in 
the catalyzed propellants had shorter ignition delays and therefore shorter lifetimes 
than those in the baseline propellant. This would seem to indicate that the catalyst has 
some effect on the coarse AP, whether directly by catalyzing the coarse AP itself or 
indirectly by increasing heat transfer to the coarse particles from the increased fine 
AP/binder matrix burning rate. 
 At elevated pressures, the coarse crystals in the baseline propellant have 
receded into the binder, again due to the high burning rate of the coarse particles 
relative to the fine AP/binder matrix. As the coarse crystals are not visible, their 
lifetimes cannot be determined. Hence, we will only discuss the changes in crystal 
lifetimes between the catalyzed propellants that exhibit protruding coarse crystals. At 








than those in the nano-catalyzed propellant, which in turn have longer lifetimes than 
the crystals in the encapsulated catalyst propellant. The difference in coarse crystal 
lifetime is probably largely due to the effect of catalyst size on the local fine 
AP/binder matrix burning rate. As the fine AP/binder matrix in the encapsulated 
catalyst propellant is burning away very rapidly, the coarse crystals are exposed to 
high temperatures sooner, increasing coarse crystal burning rate. In addition, the 
binder burn away may cause the coarse crystals to be ejected from the propellant 
surface (Figure 5.5), shortening the crystal lifetime below that of the nano-catalyzed 
propellant. In Figure 5.5 the white dashed line indicates the approximate location of 
the propellant surface. Note large protrusion of crystal from the surface. 
At 0.6 and 0.7 MPa, the crystals in the micron-catalyzed propellant continue 
to have a longer lifetime than those in the nano-catalyzed propellant, but the lifetimes 
of the coarse crystals in the nano-catalyzed propellant are statistically 
indistinguishable from the crystals in the encapsulated catalyst propellant. The crystal 
 
Figure 5.5. Image sequence of a coarse AP crystal leaving the surface of the 









lifetimes appear to be related to the catalyst sizes and the fine AP/binder matrix 
burning rate. As the nano-catalyzed and encapsulated catalyst propellants use the 
same catalyst size and percentage, the coarse crystal lifetimes are also nearly the 
same. The similarities in lifetimes also indicate that, though in the encapsulated-
catalyst propellant the catalyst is initially trapped inside the fine AP, the catalyst is 
able to affect the coarse AP to the same extent as catalysts mixed in the binder. It 
could be that when the fine AP decomposes and burns the catalyst is deposited on the 
binder and coarse AP and contributes to the coarse AP decomposition in a similar 
fashion to the catalyst in the nano-catalyzed propellant. Another possibility is that the 
primary effect of the catalyst on coarse particles is the increased heating of the fine 
AP/binder matrix on the coarse particles. 
Coarse crystal burning rate at elevated pressures is found by dividing the 
maximum visible particle diameter by the lifetime after particle ignition and was 
constant for a given propellant and pressure (see Table 5.3). Burning rate is exactly 
the opposite of crystal lifetime if ignition delay is negligible; that is, the burning rates 
of coarse crystals in the micron-catalyzed propellant are slower than those in nano-
catalyzed propellant that are in turn slower than those in the propellant with the 
encapsulated catalyst at 0.4 MPa. At both 0.6 and 0.7 MPa, burning rates of coarse 
AP crystals in the micron-catalyzed propellant were slower than those of the nano-
catalyzed propellant, which were statistically equal to those of the propellant with the 









Hedman et al. [68] observed that, at elevated pressures for a propellant 
composition very similar to the baseline propellant, divots in the propellant surface 
begin to form at around 0.5-0.6 MPa due to the coarse crystals locally burning faster 
than the fine AP/binder matrix. Chakravarthy [95] observed that at low pressures the 
binder will burn faster than the AP, but as pressure increases the burning rate of the 
AP overtakes that of the binder. This was also seen experimentally by Boggs et al. for 
an AP/polyurethane or AP/carboxy-terminated polybutadiene propellant [143]. For 
the nano-catalyzed and encapsulated catalyst propellants, at lower pressures (0.1 and 
0.4 MPa), coarse crystals are frequently observed to dislodge from the surface as the 
fine AP/binder matrix burns from around the coarse crystals faster than the crystals 
themselves are burning. This becomes less common at 0.6 MPa, and at 0.7 MPa 
particle liftoff is comparatively infrequent. At this pressure the coarse AP burning 
rate is fast enough compared to the fine AP\binder matrix burning rate such that there 
is enough of the fine AP/binder matrix to hold the crystal to the surface until the 
coarse crystal is completely consumed.  
As the coarse crystal burning rates are statistically the same between the nano-
catalyzed and encapsulated catalyst propellants, differences in global burning rate at 
between those propellants are not primarily due to changes in coarse crystal 
combustion. The primary difference between the nano-catalyzed and encapsulated 
Table 5.3. Average coarse crystal burning rates. 
Catalyst Type 
Burning Rate (mm/s) 
4.4 atm 5.8 atm 7.1 atm 
Micron 2.20 ± 0.54 2.25 ± 0.33 3.03 ± 0.54 
Nano 2.92 ± 0.65 3.72 ± 0.54 3.86 ± 0.63 








catalyst propellants is the location of the catalyst (in the binder or in the AP crystals). 
We can therefore conclude that encapsulating the catalyst inside the fine AP results in 
a 15% increase in burning rate between the nano-catalyzed and encapsulated catalyst 
propellants. We also confirm what others have seen before: that the micron-sized 
catalyst is less efficient at catalyzing the coarse AP than the nano-sized catalyst [18, 
70, 98-100].  
 The majority of the global burning rate increase is due to an increase of the 
local fine AP/binder matrix burning rate. The decreased ignition delay of the coarse 
crystals due to the presence of any catalyst has a role in the increased global burning 
rate. As pressure increases and ignition delay approaches zero, this contribution will 
decrease. If one could obtain and use coarse crystals with encapsulated catalysts, the 
burning rate of the coarse crystals would perhaps increase further at lower pressures, 
causing both an increase in burning rate and the possibility of using larger crystals to 
get a desired burning rate, which would in turn affect the propellant ease of 
processing. However, the logistics of encapsulating the iron oxide inside the coarse 
crystals would need to be overcome. Crystallization is by nature a purification 
process, and it has been shown that when growing large crystals the iron oxide is 
expelled from the crystal lattice [19]. At rocket pressures, as is shown in Figure 5.1, 
encapsulating the catalyst in the fine AP dramatically increases the burning rate and 
the fine crystals may be the best location for the catalyst as the coarse crystals are 









There is a difference in global burning rate between a propellant with no 
catalyst, a propellant with micron-sized catalyst, a propellant with nano-sized 
catalyst, and a propellant with the nano-sized catalyst encapsulated in the fine AP. 
Adding catalyst increases the burning rate over that of a baseline uncatalyzed 
propellant, and decreasing the catalyst diameter from micron to nano-sized also 
increases the burning rate. Importantly, we have shown here that encapsulating the 
catalyst inside the fine oxidizer crystals increases the global propellant burning rate 
still further. Specifically, we conclude that the encapsulated catalysts are more 
effective on the fine AP/binder matrix than adding the same catalyst directly to the 
binder. This was expected; as catalysis is a surface phenomenon, putting the catalyst 
in intimate contact with the AP would tend to increase the catalyst efficacy. 
The burning rate increase is due in part to the shortening of the coarse AP 
crystal ignition delay, but this would only be significant at very low pressures. 
Catalysts do have some effect on coarse AP lifetime. However, between propellants 
with the same catalyst size (the nano-catalyzed and encapsulated catalyst propellants), 
differences in global burning rate are not primarily a function of coarse crystal 
burning rate. Rather, the differences are due to the rate at which the fine AP/binder 
matrix burns. At higher pressures, the primary area of interest, the coarse AP crystal 
ignition delay becomes negligible. Putting the catalyst in intimate contact with the 
oxidizer does result in an increase in global propellant burning rate over that of the 
traditional method of adding catalyst directly into the binder. The encapsulated 








difference in coarse crystal burning rates and lifetimes between the nano-catalyzed 
and the encapsulated catalyst propellant.  
Observed basic flame structures do not change between propellants, though 
they do change differently with pressure. As pressure increases, jet-like diffusion 
flames begin to transition to arched diffusion flames due to the local increase in 
oxidizer flux caused by the increased burning rate of the coarse AP crystals relative to 
the fine AP\binder matrix. The term “relative” is important; for example, though the 
coarse crystals burn more rapidly with pressure in the propellant with the 
encapsulated catalyst, the fine AP/binder matrix is still burning rapidly enough that 
the coarse crystal is not able to generate enough of a relative oxidizer flow, in most 
cases, to lift the flame as seen in the baseline uncatalyzed propellant. 
The coarse crystals in the encapsulated catalyst propellant are observed to 
protrude well above the surface at all pressures considered here, particularly when 
compared to the other propellants. The comparative protrusion is indicative of an 
increased fine AP/binder matrix burning rate. The encapsulated high surface area 
catalysts are not expected to lead to higher mix viscosities as direct catalyst addition 
to a binder would, so perhaps rheologically acceptable higher solids loadings could be 
achieved. One could pursue encapsulated catalysts in the coarse crystals in addition to 
the fine AP; however, it would be expected that this would have utility only at lower 












CHAPTER 6. FLAME STRUCTURE ABOVE AN- AND ADN-BASED 
COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANTS 
6.1 Introduction 
Researchers have been concerned about the effect of rocket motor combustion 
on the environment since the 1970s, and as part of this have sought to find 
alternatives to ammonium perchlorate (AP). This has proven difficult. A good rocket 
propellant oxidizer will be safe, readily available, low cost, provide good burning 
rates, have high oxygen balances, have good stability and chemical compatibility 
qualities, and be environmentally friendly. Ammonium perchlorate displays many of 
these qualities and additionally allows for alteration of the burning rate by changing 
the oxidizer particle size. However, environmental concerns have prompted further 
research into alternative oxidizers for more environmentally-friendly propellants  
[24]. Two commonly considered alternative oxidizers are ammonium nitrate (AN) 
and ammonium dinitramide (ADN). Ammonium dinitramide is considered a very 
promising oxidizer due to its high energy, good density, low visibility of exhaust 
products, environmental friendliness, and good oxygen balance [26, 27]. However, 
ADN is more detonable than AP, is not at present readily available or low cost, and 
has some chemical compatibility and stability issues. Ammonium nitrate shares the 
density, environmentally friendly, and oxygen balance qualities of ADN, but is 








qualities AN is not very energetic, hydrophilic, burns very slowly without the 
presence of (sometimes very toxic) catalysts, and requires phase stabilization before 
use in a practical propellant.  
Though the challenge of using these materials remain, they are promising for 
use in solid propellants. Many challenges to their uses have been overcome. For 
example, though ADN is incompatible with isocyanates used to cure many polymeric 
propellants (like HTPB, for example), other binders can be used, and methods have 
been developed that allow isocyanates to be used [29, 45]. Though propellants with 
AN have low burning rates and issues with phase changes, adding burning rate 
catalysts and phase stabilizers can allow propellant formulations with reasonable 
properties to be created. However, in order to bring propellants using these oxidizers 
into common use, we must first further understand their burning characteristics, 
including flame structure, burning rate, and the interplay between the two. The 
objective of this chapter is to provide preliminary insights into AN- and ADN-based 
solid propellant flame structures at 1 atm using 5 kHz OH planar laser-induced 
fluorescence (PLIF) imaging. We will use PLIF imaging to examine the flame 
structures above composite solid propellants and will compare the flame structures to 
known AP-based propellant flame structures. Additionally, we will discuss possible 
mechanisms behind the flame structures. 
6.2 Propellant Formulation 
Propellant formulations are described in-depth in Section 2.1. As can be seen 
from that discussion, the propellants used in this study were quite different from each 








the propellants to each other, but to obtain overview information on the characteristic 
propellant flame structure for each oxidizer. The baseline propellant was an 80% SL 
1:1 C/F ratio AP/HTPB propellant. The ADN-based propellant replaced the coarse 
AP with coarse ADN and used PBAN as the binder due to compatibility issues. A 
similar strategy was desired for AN-based propellants; however, in preliminary 
investigations using a similar strategy, the 80% SL AN-based propellants would 
frequently self-extinguish, especially at 1 atm, after the ignition source was removed. 
A new propellant formulation was therefore developed with an 85% solids loading, 
1:1 C/F ratio of coarse AN particles and 20 μm fine AP particles in an HTPB binder. 
The large percentage of fine AP provided enough heat feedback to the propellant 
surface for the coarse AN particles to decompose even when the ignition source was 
removed. In an actual propellant formulation, of course, the point is to remove the AP 
from the formulation, but as we are trying to observe the ‘characteristic’ AN flame 
structures, we thought it was more important to keep the propellant burning than 
prepare a propellant that is completely composed of AN. The propellant was hand-
mixed and cured at room temperature for seven days prior to use. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
Propellant burning rates were measured at 1 atm. The AN propellant burning rate 
was 0.58 ± 0.04 mm/s, while the ADN propellant burning rate was 1.24 ± 0.07 mm/s. 
The propellants neatly bookended the baseline AP/HTPB propellant (1.11 ± 0.12 
mm/s). The burning rate trend is typical; AN is known to regress slowly, while 
propellants with ADN have been described as having a much more rapid burning rate 








burning surface seemed to 
‘stall’ at some points in the 
combustion. The ADN-based 
propellant, on the other hand, 
burned down smoothly and 
continuously. Figure 6.1 
shows ADN vs. AN 
propellant combustion. Note 
the differences in flame 
structure between the two propellants. The ADN-based propellant has a very smooth, 
almost laminar-appearing flame structure, while the AN-based propellant appears to 
have a series of jetting events and a non-uniform flame. 
 AN-Based Propellants 
 Three types of flame structures were seen for the AN propellants at 1 atm: jet-
like flames, lifted flames, and fireballs. The lifted flames can be further subdivided 
into arched diffusion flames and columnar diffusion flames. The final diffusion flame 
was also visible far above the propellant surface. An image of the propellant burning 
surface can be seen in Figure 6.2. In this figure, the propellant final diffusion flame is 
an intense OH region on the left and right boundaries of the propellant pellet. Below 
the propellant final diffusion flame, arched (right) and columnar (left) diffusion 
flames are visible as less intense OH regions within 2-5 mm of the propellant surface. 
The white dashed line is located just below the propellant surface. 
 
Figure 6.1. Pellet burns of a) ADN-based and b) AN-








 The AN burning surface was very chaotic with 
no steady flame structure beside the envelope of 
the global final diffusion flame. Flames tended 
to appear and disappear rapidly above the 
propellant surface. This may in part be due to 
the flames flickering in and out of the laser 
sheet. Multiple flame structures were visible on 
the propellant simultaneously. Images of the jet-
like, fireball, arched, and columnar diffusion 
flames can be seen in Figure 6.3. Here, Figure 
6.3a shows a jet-like flame, Figure 6.3b shows a 
fireball, Figure 6.3c shows a columnar diffusion 
flame, and Figure 6.3d shows an arched 
diffusion flame. The multitude of flame structures observed may, in part, explain why 
conflicting reports have been given on whether or not AN propellant burning rates 
depend on particle size. 
Depending on what 
conditions cause the different 
flame structures to form, 
different researchers may be 
creating propellants that are 
skewed to a specific flame 
structure that may cause 
 
Figure 6.2. Flame structure above 
an AN/AP/HTPB propellant.  
 
Figure 6.3. AN propellant flames structures: a) jet-like 









burning rate to more or less vary with particle size. The flame structures will be 
described further in the following sections.  
It is not apparent as to whether or not the flames are associated with individual 
AN crystals, as the AN was not observed to fluoresce under UV light. In Figure 6.3, 
the propellant surface can be seen in each of the figures due in part to the line of small 
bright particles. This might be due to concentrations of the fine AP. However, no 
large individual crystals can be seen as with the coarse AP particles. In some cases, 
such as in Figure 6.3a, the bright area just above the dashed white line demarking the 
propellant surface is part of the diffusion flame.  
 Jet-Like Flames 
 Jet-like flames were seen above the AN propellants at 1 atm. These were 
observed to form on the surface and extend up into the gas phase (Figure 6.3c). The 
jet-like flame height was seen to vary with flame diameter as seen in Figure 6.4. 
Upon comparison with a baseline 1:1 C/F 80% SL AP-based propellant, it was found 
that jet-like flame heights were statistically equivalent regardless of the oxidizer. It 
should be noted that an exact comparison cannot be made between the propellants, as 
the solids loadings are different. However, this result may suggest that the diffusion 
flame depends on oxidizer particle size more than oxidizer decomposition rate at 1 
atm. Out of the observations made, jet-like flames accounted for about 31% of all 
flames seen. Though this number should not be taken as absolute, it is indicative of 
the fact that jet-like flames are not infrequent. It is possible that the AN jet-like flame 








like flames forming due to diffusion between the oxidizer and fine AP/binder matrix 
decomposition products. However, due to the lack of chlorine chemistry, AN-based 
propellants will probably not form leading-edge flames that sit close to the propellant 
surface. Depending on the pressure, flame structures in AN-based propellants may 
tend to be more premixed rather than diffusion flames due to the relatively slow 
kinetics. In the current propellants, however, the fine AP/binder matrix flame may 
provide enough heat flow to the coarse particles that they decompose more rapidly 
than they would in an environment that contained only AN.  
 
Figure 6.4. Flame height vs. flame base diameter for AN/AP/HTPB or AP/HTPB 








 Lifted Flames 
 Lifted flames were frequently seen above the propellant surface and accounted 
for about 41% of all observations recorded. In contrast to AP composite propellants 
that have previously been studied, lifted flames were visible above the AN 
propellants at 1 atm. Two types of lifted flames were seen. The first were lifted 
arched flames similar to those seen at elevated pressures in AP propellants [65, 66, 
68, 69, 135]. The second were what we are calling columnar diffusion flames and are 
similar to those seen above ADN composite propellants. The flames are shown in 
Figure 6.3c-d. 
6.3.3.1 Lifted Arched Flames 
Lifted arched flames were frequently visible above the propellants, accounting 
for 24% of all observations made. Flame heights were measured to be 3.38 ± 0.94 
mm for the AN propellants. The lifted flames were taller than the group jet-like 
flames observed above the AP-based propellants at 1 atm, which were about 2.5 mm 
tall for the largest AP crystals or group diameters. 
The image in Figure 6.3d shows the lifted diffusion flame. While in this image 
the flame structure appears fairly defined as an arch, structures often appeared to be 
more amorphous. There are a few possible reasons for the appearance of lifted arched 
flames. For AP-based propellants, the lifted flames are thought to be due to a local 
high volumetric flow rate and local excess of oxidizer resulting in the mixing and 
burning of the AP and binder decomposition products well above the propellant 








The AN particles decompose around 210°C, while AP decomposes above 270°C. The 
lower decomposition temperature could lead to an increased volumetric flow rate at 
lower pressures, and the formation of arched flames. Another way the volumetric 
flow rate required to lift the flames could occur is the AN may decompose before it 
reaches the surface of the propellant, similar to how fireballs are predicted to form 
(Section 6.3.4). In this scenario, the AN decomposes and is trapped beneath the 
binder until a hole forms that allows oxidizer to escape from the pocket. The large 
flow of oxidizer has enough flux to lift the flame. Note that most of the lifted flames 
are quite transient, which may either support this hypothesis or simply be the result of 
consumption of relatively small AN particles. Finally, diffusion flame height is 
inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient. If the diffusion coefficients for AN 
decomposition products are less than the diffusion coefficients for the AP 
decomposition products, flame heights might be taller. It is difficult to verify this 
hypothesis, however, or even to start to validate it, as the diffusion coefficients are 
not readily available.  
6.3.3.2 Columnar Diffusion Flames 
 Columnar diffusion flames will be discussed more in the ADN section 
(Section 6.4) as they were the primary flames visible above the ADN-based 
propellants. These flames were frequently visible above AN propellants as well; 17% 
of the observed flames were columnar. The presence of this flame structure above 
both the AN and ADN propellants would indicate that the structure is related to a 
shared reaction pathway between AN and ADN, possibly related to AN 








immediately above the propellant surface followed by a flame with a high OH 
concentration. The flames are about as wide as they are tall, and the dark zone is well-
defined. A representative above an AN-based propellant can be seen in Figure 6.3c, 
and one above an ADN-based propellant can be seen in Figure 6.6. No similar flames 
were seen in AP combustion even at elevated pressures.  
Columnar diffusion flame structures in AN propellants were not well defined; 
the regions of OH intensity tended to fade off into the overarching AN diffusion 
flame. Despite this, the flame heights could be determined and were 0.95 ± 0.23 mm 
on average. The dark zone was in general well-defined and had an average height of 
0.62 ± 0.20 mm. The overall flame height is therefore approximately 1.57 mm. As 
can be seen the columnar diffusion flames were much shorter on average than the 
lifted arched flames. The columnar diffusion flames have approximately the same 
height as AP lifted flames; however, the flame structure is much different.  
 Fireballs 
In this study, as well as in previous unpublished data for AN propellants with 
80% SL and 1:1 C/F, large, round concentrations of OH were observed to rapidly 
appear and disappear from the propellant surface (Figure 6.5). These structures are 
referred to as fireballs in this study. The lifetime of the fireballs was very short, on 
average 0.68 ± 0.52 ms or, putting it another way, observed lifetimes ranged in 
general from 0.2 to 1.0 ms with a high degree of scatter. The fireballs generally were 
located very close to the propellant surface. Fireballs were considered to occur in two 








and the second would appear, expand into a very wide plume of OH, and fade away 
gradually. Overall, 28% of the flame structure observations were fireballs, and of the 
fireballs 77% were rapid fireballs and 23% were gradual fireballs. The rapid fireballs 
had a maximum average diameter of 0.82 ± 0.29 mm and the gradual fireballs had a 
maximum average diameter of 1.39 ± 0.42 mm. It is possible that the rapid fireballs 
are an aspect of the gradual fireballs where only the edge of the fireball is caught in 
the laser sheet. Three-dimensional LIF as described by Cho et al. [64] would be 
useful in this case if the scanning frequency were high. 
The surface of AN propellants has been observed to bubble and have a liquid 
layer [55]. Our theory on fireball formation is that some AN decomposition gases are 
trapped under the binder as the AN decomposes. Ammonium nitrate begins to melt 
around 170°C [50] and evaporates around 210°C. The binder begins to soften and 
decompose around 400°C [150]. It is possible that as the binder begins to soften and 
decompose, binder pyrolysis products mix with the AN decomposition gases. When 
the binder softens enough for the gas to escape the oxidizer and fuel are essentially 
premixed and ignite as they pass through a high temperature zone. On a side note, this 
would indicate that the temperature immediately above the AN surface varies 
 
Figure 6.5. Fireball above an AN/AP/HTPB propellant. Fireball appears and 








considerably, as the height at which the fireballs appear varies considerably (0.45 ± 
0.49 mm); however, this can no doubt be attributed in part to the heterogeneity of the 
propellant surface. 
6.4 ADN Propellants 
 Propellants containing ADN displayed a much more consistent flame structure 
than those with AN. The flames seen were almost without exception lifted columnar 
flames that sat above a dark zone, which can be seen in Figure 6.6. The dark zone 
thickness stayed very constant; it was not observed to change with time during a data 
run and did not vary between data runs. The average dark zone height for the ADN 
propellants was 0.71 ± 0.11 mm and the columnar diffusion flame heights were 0.65 
± 0.11 mm, leading to a total flame height of 1.60 ± 0.25 mm. 
Rapid changes in the flame locations (flickering) were visible in the videos. 
Rapid fluctuations in temperature have been seen above ADN-
based sandwiches from thermocouple measurements and are 
described in the literature, and we think that some of these 
changes may be due to the flickering of the columnar flames. 
Despite the flickering nature of the individual columnar 
diffusion flames, the overall flame structure was very steady 
and consistent. The only microscale flames observed were the 
columnar diffusion flames, and though the location of the 
flames changed the general flame structure above the surface 
did not. This is in contrast to the AN propellant where the 
flame structure is varied and chaotic. The flame structures seen 
 











above the ADN-based propellants were different than those seen above AP-based 
propellants; for example, AP-based propellants have been observed to have group 
combustion at 1 atm and lifted flames have only been observed at elevated pressures. 
Group combustion was not seen or could not be confirmed as group combustion for 
the ADN propellants, possibly due to the ADN melting before combustion. 
Additionally, the columnar diffusion flames did not appear to be tied to a particular 
location on the propellant surface, unlike the jet-like diffusion flames or even the 
arched diffusion flames above AP-based propellants. Previous research on ADN-
based propellants in both sandwich and propellant configurations indicates that the 
ADN will often burn out from the binder, leaving the binder behind [37]. This was 
not seen for the current propellants, probably due to the addition of fine AP into the 
binder and the consequent presence of the fine AP/binder matrix flame. Carbonaceous 
skeletons, formed from excess binder, were also not seen. 
The ADN luminous flame, thought to be formed from NO/N2O + NH3, is 
relatively cool at about 700 K [36]. This is cooler than the estimated temperature of 
the fine AP/binder matrix flame (1130 K for an AP/HTPB propellant [142]), and is 
located much farther above the propellant surface. The flame temperature increases 
moving upstream from the base of the columnar flame, but it is thought that at low 
pressures there is no heat flux from the gas phase to the surface as the surface 
temperature is approximately the same as the temperature of the first flame [36] 
From this study there are thought to be two main factors that contribute to the lifted 
flames seen above the ADN propellant. First, the rapid, low-temperature ADN 








propellant dark zone and burn farther above the surface in the second ADN flam 
zone. Second, the fuel-rich products from the fine AP/binder matrix flame do not 
burn with the ADN decomposition products, but rather with the products from the 
second flame zone. Major products from the first ADN flame are NO, N2O, H2O, and 
N2 [151]; the NO and N2O will oxidize the fine AP/binder matrix flame combustion 
products further above the propellant surface. However, further work is need to 
confirm these theories. 
6.5 Conclusions 
Propellants where the coarse AP has been replaced by coarse AN or coarse 
ADN exhibit very different characteristic flame structures. The microscale flame zone 
above AN propellants is very chaotic, with the uneven flame structure perhaps 
reflecting an uneven heat release and demonstrating why these propellants are so 
difficult to keep lit. Three main flame structures are seen: jet-like diffusion flames, 
lifted diffusion flames, and fireballs, and the overarching propellant final diffusion 
flame is often visible. The presence of multiple flame structures may explain in part 
the varied reports on whether or not AN propellant burning rate depends on particle 
size. To truly determine this, however, it will be necessary to see under what 
conditions the different flames form and measurements at elevated pressures are vital. 
In contrast to the AN-based propellants, the microscale flame zone above ADN 
propellants is very homogeneous, with the observed flame structures being 
exclusively of the columnar diffusion flame type. In these experiments a wide dark 
zone was observed, confirming the results of other researchers. Due to the wide dark 








that the ADN particle size may not strongly affect the propellant burning rate. The 
flickering nature of the characteristic ADN flame is consistent with variations in 
thermocouple temperatures observed by other researchers.  
 For both propellants the majority of the flame structures sit well above the 
surface at 1 atm. This is in contrast to an AP composite propellant where, especially, 
at 1 atm, the flame structure sits on or near the propellant surface. The difference is 
thought to be largely due to chemical kinetics. The decomposition of AN and ADN 
result in large percentages of nitrous oxide, rather than the chlorine evolved by AP 
combustion. The slower kinetics of nitrous oxide are thought to result in the oxidizer 
and fine AP/binder matrix flame mixing and burning farther above the surface than 
the flames above coarse AP crystals. However, the burning rates of AN and ADN are 
quite different from one another, and burning rate cannot be solely linked to flame 
structure. The exothermic condensed phase reactions and low decomposition 
temperature of ADN are thought to be examples of other reasons for the much higher 
burning rates of propellants based on this oxidizer. Though many questions remain, it 
is hoped that this study will help illuminate the flame structures of AN- and ADN-









CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
The focus of this work has been to investigate the effect of flame structure on 
propellant burning rate. Investigations have been made for a wide range of 
propellants at pressures ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 MPa. Though propellants have mostly 
been AP-based, initial work has been presented on AN- and ADN-based propellants. 
It has been found that the burning rate of solid propellants is linked to flame structure 
though other factors also affect the flame structure. The flame structure has been 
linked to oxidizer type, propellant formulation, and (in the case of AP-based 
propellants) oxidizer particle size. 
Flame structure for AP-based propellants has been assumed throughout this 
thesis to be based on the Beckstead-Derr-Price (BDP) model of AP composite 
propellant combustion [122]. In this model there are three flames: an AP 
monopropellant flame formed when the AP burns, a partially-premixed primary flame 
formed at the boundary between the AP particle and binder (also known elsewhere as 
a leading-edge flame) and a secondary or final diffusion flame formed from the 
products from the binder decomposition and the AP monopropellant flame. Later 
researchers have added a pseudo-premixed flame above the fine AP/binder matrix 
(see Ref. [92] for an example). This flame forms from the decomposition products of 
the fine AP and binder, as kinetics for the fine AP are fast enough that the 








 The point at which the flame structures form depends on pressure and 
propellant formulation. Work done using monomodal AP propellants indicates that 
whether or not the flame is a triple BDP-type flame or a pseudo-premixed flame 
depends on particle size and pressure. The smaller the particle size, the more likely 
that the flame will be premixed. At a given pressure, however, there is a certain AP 
particle diameter at which the flame structure changes from a premixed to a diffusion 
flame. This diameter is known as the premixed limit, and will change with pressure. 
At lower pressures the premixed limit will be larger than at higher pressures. The 
results from these experiments will help modelers determine at what point the 
particles are in the premixed limit and can be assumed to be homogenized with the 
binder. 
 Diffusion flames were seen at all pressures, and begin to form above 
individual AP particles when the AP diameter becomes large enough that the AP and 
binder decomposition products are unable to mix prior to ignition. The formation of 
the diffusion flames at 1 atm was not predicted computationally prior to the work by 
Hedman et al. At this point the BDP triple-flame structure begins to form: leading-
edge flames stabilize on the boundary between the AP and binder, AP begins to burn 
as a monopropellant, and the final diffusion flame stabilizes above the crystal. The 
presence of diffusion flames is accompanied by a decrease in burning rate. Note that 
the presence of a monopropellant flame below the AP low-pressure deflagration limit 
of 2 MPa is disputed. Opposed-flow experiments indicate that the monopropellant 
flame can form even at low pressures due to the heat feedback from the primary and 








directly observed at any pressure in the propellant environment due to equipment 
limitations. As particle size continues to increase (for a given pressure), at some point 
increasing the particle size will not further decrease the propellant burning rate. The 
diameter at which the cessation in burning rate decrease occurs is known as the 
monopropellant limit. As the name suggests, at these diameters the burning rate is 
dependent mostly on the monopropellant flame above the large AP particles. Though 
this flame sits very close to the propellant surface it is relatively cool, and burning 
rates are therefore low.  
 Flame structure varies depending on which regime the propellant is burning 
in. If the propellant is burning in the premixed regime, the flame structure above the 
propellant is premixed. These propellants show no defined flame sheets when 
observed with PLIF imaging, though this probably speaks more to the lack of 
resolution of the experimental setup than to the absence of a flame sheet. As the flame 
moves into the diffusion region, diffusion flames begin to form above the propellant 
surface. The shape of the diffusion flame depends on the pressure. At 1 atm, diffusion 
flames are usually underventilated jet-like flames that are seen above individual or 
groups of AP particles. As pressure increases, flame structures change to 
overventilated lifted arched flames that are taller than the jet-like flames. In the 
monopropellant limit, jet-like or lifted arched flames are still visible. The diffusion 
flame structure is still present, but the burning rate is being controlled mostly by heat 
feedback from the monopropellant flame. From these experiments we found that as 
the flame becomes farther from the surface (i.e. changes from a premixed to a 








have a definite effect on burning rate. Though flame heights remained approximately 
constant at 0.5 MPa for propellants with average particle sizes of 219 μm, 456 μm, 
and 802 μm (Figure 3.10), the burning rate was higher for the propellant with the 
average particle size of 219 μm, where the monopropellant flame is probably not 
dominant (Figure 3.1). Though the flame structure change has been frequently 
predicted, to the author’s knowledge the flame structure change has not been 
observed experimentally prior to these experiments, particularly with respect to PLIF 
imaging. 
 Most, if not all, propellants fielded today are multimodal instead of 
monomodal. Propellants were studied to investigate how flame structure changes with 
coarse-to-fine (C/F) ratio changes for a bimodal propellant. With low C/F ratios, one 
can expect a hotter fine AP/binder matrix flame. Burning rates tended to be faster for 
lower C/F ratio propellants as the hot pseudo-premixed flame was located very close 
to the surface. Burning rate generally decreased as C/F ratio increased, and at 1 atm 
the prevalence of group combustion, or multiple particles burning with a single jet-
like diffusion flame, increased. Group combustion has been predicted, but not 
observed experimentally prior to this study. The group combustion is thought to occur 
in part due to the interaction of leading-edge flames between adjacent coarse AP 
crystals. As pressure increased, the burning rate trends stayed the same, with higher 
C/F ratio propellants having slower burning rates. Flame structure above the higher 
C/F ratio propellants also changed from jet-like diffusion flames to lifted arched 
flames, while, though arched flames were occasionally visible, the lower C/F ratio 








 The evolution in flame structure for the higher C/F ratio propellants was 
traced to the effects of local overventilation of the gas phase. At low pressures the 
coarse AP burns more slowly than the fine AP/binder matrix. As pressure increases 
the coarse AP burning rate begins to catch up to the fine AP/binder matrix burning 
rate. If the propellant has a large amount of fine AP, for the pressures investigated (up 
to 0.7 MPa), the coarse AP will still burn slow enough relative to the fine AP/binder 
matrix that the fuel-rich decomposition products will diffuse into the AP 
decomposition products near the surface, forming jet-like diffusion flames. However, 
if the fine AP/binder matrix is more fuel-rich, the faster-burning coarse AP will 
release a large amount of oxidizer into the gas phase, resulting in a local 
overventilation. This local overventilation will cause the fuel and oxidizer to mix and 
burn far above the propellant surface, resulting in lifted flames. The transition point 
between mostly jet-like and mostly arched flames at 0.5 MPa was experimentally 
observed to be around a 45% coarse AP formulation.  
 Adding catalyst to an 80% solids loading 1:1 C/F ratio propellant increases the 
propellant burning rate. It was found that the catalyst size also influences the 
propellant burning rate, with larger catalysts providing less of a burning rate increase 
than smaller catalysts. This is expected as catalysis is a surface phenomenon, and for 
the same mass of catalyst there will be more surface area if the particle size is 
smaller. In the case where the catalyst was encapsulated in the fine AP, global 
burning rate was increased still further over a similarly sized catalyst that was mixed 
into the binder. The latter result is particularly interesting, and the flame structures of 








rate. It was found that for the propellant where the catalyst is encapsulated in the 
oxidizer the flame structure transitioned to arched flames at higher pressures than the 
propellant where the catalyst was mixed into the binder. The flame structure remained 
jet-like and close to the surface for the encapsulated catalyst propellant at all 
pressures observed (0.1-0.7 MPa). Conversely, the flame structure transitioned to 
arched flames around 0.6 MPa for the propellant where the catalyst was mixed 
directly. The difference in burning rate between the two propellants is due to the 
flame structure; the lifted flames in the directly-mixed catalyst propellant provide less 
heat feedback to the propellant surface than the jet-like flames in the encapsulated 
catalyst propellant, resulting in a lower burning rate.  
 Though ammonium perchlorate is the most commonly used oxidizer, it is 
desired to use alternative oxidizers as AP combustion products are not 
environmentally friendly. Preliminary results on two oxidizers have been obtained. 
Ammonium nitrate (AN) and ammonium dinitramide (ADN) were used as substitutes 
for the coarse AP in a series of propellants. Burning rate measurements indicated that 
the AN-based propellant burned slower and the ADN-based propellant burned faster 
than their AP-based baseline propellant analogue at 1 atm. Above the AN-based 
propellant jet-like and lifted arched flame structures that were similar to AP-based 
propellant flame structures were observed, despite the fact that the tests were only 
performed at 1 atm and lifted flame structures were not seen in AP propellants until 
around 0.3 MPa. Additionally, two other flame structures were seen: columnar 
diffusion flames, which were lifted above the propellant surface atop a well-defined 








very rapidly above the propellant surface. The wide variety of flame structures, as 
well as the fact that the majority of the flames were lifted, may help explain why the 
AN-based propellants appeared to ‘sputter’ as they burned and why the burning rate 
is so slow.  
However, slow burning rates cannot be unequivocally linked to lifted flames. 
The ADN-based propellants burn more rapidly than AP-based flames, but displayed 
lifted columnar diffusion flames above a very constant, well-defined dark zone. 
Conventional theory holds that the heat feedback from the ADN-based flame to the 
propellant surface is not the dominant method for a fast ADN-based propellant 
burning rate, so another factor must come into play. Unlike AN-based propellants, 
ADN has exothermic condensed-phase reactions, as well as decomposing at a low 
temperature. The combination of these two effects is thought to be the main reason 
for the rapid burning rate of ADN-based propellants. The ADN-based propellants 
provide a good example of a propellant where flame structure does not primarily 
control the propellant burning rate, though further work at elevated pressures is 
needed to characterize the propellant. However, knowledge of the flame structure can 
help pinpoint the factors that are dominant, and can also help modelers as they create 
kinetic and flame structure models.  
Flame structure of composite solid propellants varies with oxidizer, propellant 
formulation, and combustion pressure. For AP-based composite propellants, the flame 
structure also changes with average AP particle diameter. In this work, we have 
examined flame structures above a wide variety of propellants using high-speed OH 








and burning rate are very much related for AP-based propellants, while further work 
is needed to determine the relationship between flame structure and burning rate for 
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